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Abstract
Background
Practice pharmacists often work in general and family practice clinics overseas,
undertaking a variety of roles aimed at improving quality use of medicines by staff and
patients. In Australia, the presence of pharmacists within general practice is uncommon
and collaboration between general practitioners (GPs) and pharmacists in primary care
remains low. There is currently limited Australian research evaluating the practice
pharmacist role and stakeholder experiences with these services. Given that medicationrelated problems (MRPs) continue to be of concern in Australia, and quality use of
medicines has been identified as an important quality indicator in general practice, the
integration of pharmacists into Australian general practice warrants further investigation.
The overall aim of the PhD project was to develop and evaluate the role of a practice
pharmacist within Australian general practice.

Methods
Firstly, a systematic review and meta-analyses of randomised controlled trials was
undertaken to evaluate the effectiveness of pharmacist services delivered in general
practice clinics on a variety of outcomes.
Secondly, semi-structured interviews with a purposive sample of GPs and pharmacists
was undertaken to explore their views on the integration of pharmacists into the general
practice setting.

xiv

Thirdly, a prospective, before-after study (the Pharmacists in Practice Study [PIPS]) was
conducted at two primary healthcare clinics in Melbourne, Australia. The intervention
consisted of a multi-faceted, collaborative service involving a part-time practice
pharmacist co-located in each of the study clinics for six months. The practice
pharmacists provided long and short patient consultations, drug information and
education services, and quality improvement activities (a drug use evaluation [DUE]
program for osteoporosis management). The main outcome measures were MRPs,
medication adherence, quality of prescribing osteoporosis medicines, and experiences of
staff and patients (explored both quantitatively and qualitatively using surveys,
interviews, focus groups and narrative reports).

Key findings
The systematic review included 38 studies, and found that pharmacists co-located in
general practice clinics delivered a variety of interventions, with favourable results seen
in certain areas of chronic disease management and quality use of medicines. Seventeen
studies were included in meta-analyses and found significant reductions in systolic blood
pressure (-5.72 mmHg [95% CI, -7.05 to -4.39, p<0.001]), diastolic blood pressure (-3.47
mmHg [95% CI, -4.35 to -2.58, p<0.001]), glycosylated haemoglobin (-0.88% [95% CI, 1.15 to -0.62, p<0.001]), LDL-cholesterol (-18.72 mg/dL [95% CI, -34.10 to -3.36,
p<0.017]), total cholesterol (-32.00 mg/dL [95% CI, -54.86 to -9.14, p<0.006]) and
Framingham cardiovascular risk score (-1.83% [95% CI, -3.66 to 0.00, p=0.05])
following pharmacist intervention.
A total of 11 GPs and 16 pharmacists took part in the stakeholder interviews. The
interviews revealed that although there was a positive professional relationship between
GPs and pharmacists, there were limitations to the delivery of collaborative services.

xv

Various roles and methods of integration for pharmacists in general practice were
identified, and it was suggested that these roles could offer both advantages and
disadvantages; however, a number of barriers and facilitators to integration would need to
be considered to ensure viability of services.
In the PIPS, 82 patients received a long patient consultation and 62 (75.6%) were
followed up over six months. After six months, the median number of MRPs fell from 2
(IQR 1, 4) to 0 (IQR 0, 1), p<0.001. The proportion of patients who were adherent to their
medicines improved significantly, according to both the Morisky (44.1% versus 62.7%,
p=0.023) and the TABS (35.6% versus 57.6%, p=0.019) scales. Patients were highly
satisfied with the consultations, with 80.6% reporting they would like to have a
pharmacist available in the clinic in the future. Twenty-five short patient consultations
were undertaken, the majority of which addressed patient education (48.0%) and provided
medication profiles (32.0%). The pharmacists documented 12 drug information queries
and delivered four education sessions to staff. A total of 225 patients with a diagnosis of
osteoporosis at baseline and 240 at the post-intervention audit 12 months later were part
of the DUE program. The proportion of patients without documented contraindications to
osteoporosis therapies who were prescribed an anti-osteoporosis medicine increased
significantly from baseline at 12 months (134/225 [58.7%] vs. 168/240 [70.0%],
p=0.002). Thirty-four participants were recruited to provide feedback on pharmacy
services: 18 patients, 14 practice staff (9 GPs, 4 practice nurses, 1 practice manager), and
two practice pharmacists. Five main themes emerged: environment; professional
relationships and integration; pharmacist attributes; staff and patient benefits; and
logistical challenges. Staff and patients were generally positive about the clinical
pharmacy services.

xvi

Conclusions
This project demonstrated the feasibility and value of pharmacist roles in optimising
medication use in Australian primary healthcare clinics, and their acceptability by
stakeholders. These findings will guide further research in this area.
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Chapter 1. Introduction

Chapter 1. Introduction
1.1 Problem statement
Patients living with chronic health conditions are best managed by a well prepared,
proactive, multidisciplinary practice team;1, 2 however, pharmacists often exist on the
periphery of the primary healthcare team. This is unfortunate given the prevalence of
medication-related problems (MRPs) in general practice and pharmacists’ expertise in
medication management and quality use of medicines.3 Although collaborative services
delivered by pharmacists and general practitioners do exist in the community, these are
currently limited and underused due to various barriers such as geographical isolation,
poor interprofessional communication and limited access to patient clinical information.4,
5

A potential solution to overcoming these challenges is the co-location of pharmacists

within primary healthcare clinics. Whilst practice pharmacists work in general and family
practices overseas,6 such a model of collaborative care is still uncommon within Australia
and local evidence of scope and effectiveness is lacking. Thus, this model of healthcare
delivery warrants further exploration.

1

Chapter 1. Introduction

1.2 Aim & Objectives
This PhD project aimed to explore, develop and evaluate the role of a practice pharmacist
in the Australian primary healthcare clinic setting.
The specific objectives were to:
•

Systematically review the literature on clinical services provided by pharmacists
co-located within primary care clinics;

•

Elucidate stakeholder views on the integration of pharmacists into general
practice; and

•

Implement and evaluate the impact of a pharmacist providing clinical services in a
general practice clinic (including evaluation of clinical and humanistic outcomes)

1.3 Thesis overview
The thesis begins with a review of the literature on integration of pharmacists into
primary healthcare teams. Chapter 2 provides a general review and summary of the
literature about current theory and practice surrounding primary care; adverse drug
events; quality use of medicines; primary health care teams and interprofessional
collaboration; pharmacists as members of the primary health care team; stakeholder
perceptions on integration; barriers and facilitators to integration; and service and funding
models. Chapter 3 describes a systematic review and meta-analysis of randomised
controlled trials of clinical interventions delivered by pharmacists co-located within
primary care practices. A summary of findings from both reviews, and identification of
gaps in the literature, is provided at the end of Chapter 3.
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Chapter 4 explores stakeholder perspectives on pharmacist integration into Australian
primary healthcare clinics through a series of interviews.
Findings from these initial chapters helped guide the development of the intervention
evaluated in the Pharmacists in Practice Study (PIPS), described in Chapter 5.
Chapter 6 presents a commentary on the main findings of the PIPS.
Chapter 7 presents a detailed analysis of the pharmacist long patient consultation
(medication review) component of the PIPS.
Chapter 8 reports the pharmacist-led drug use evaluation component of the PIPS.
Feedback and experiences of stakeholders who participated in the PIPS are explored in
Chapter 9.
Overall recommendations, directions for future research and final conclusions are made in
Chapter 10.
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Chapter 2. Literature review
2.1 Introduction
The purpose of this literature review is to provide a general overview regarding quality
use of medicines in primary care and the integration of pharmacists into general practice.
The review will begin with a snapshot of primary care in Australia (Section 2.2),
including the challenges faced and the need for reform. In Section 2.3, a review of
adverse drug events will be presented, followed by a discussion of quality use of
medicines principles and the various strategies available to attain them in Section 2.4.
Interprofessional collaboration and team-based care will be explored in Section 2.5,
including the determinants of successful teams in primary care and the adoptability of
pharmacists into these teams. A thorough review of studies investigating pharmacist
integration into primary healthcare teams will then take place in Section 2.6, followed by
an examination of stakeholder perceptions of pharmacist services in Section 2.7,
including barriers and facilitators to integration (Section 2.8). Section 2.9 reviews the
various funding and service models for these services. Section 2.10 then introduces the
systematic review and meta-analyses (Chapter 3) that complements the findings of this
chapter.

2.2 Primary Care in Australia
2.2.1 Definition
Primary care is first-contact, continuous, comprehensive, and coordinated care provided
to populations undifferentiated by gender, disease, or organ system.1 It may be defined in
5
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several ways, in terms of functions, providers and funding sources.2 The Australian
Primary Health Care Research Institute defines primary health care as:
“Socially appropriate, universally accessible, scientifically sound first level care provided
by health services and systems with a suitably trained workforce comprised of multidisciplinary teams supported by integrated referral systems in a way that:
-

gives priority to those most in need and addresses health inequalities;

-

maximises community and individual self-reliance, participation and control; and

-

involves collaboration and partnership with other sectors to promote public health.

Comprehensive primary health care includes health promotion, illness prevention,
treatment and care of the sick, community development, and advocacy and
rehabilitation.”3
Health systems with strong primary care are more efficient, have lower rates of
hospitalisations, fewer health inequalities and achieve better health levels, higher
satisfaction and lower health service costs.1, 3
In Australia, primary health care comprises a range of different services including general
practice, community health services (such as community nursing and aged care
programs), pharmacy, dental and allied health services.2

2.2.2 General Practice and Other Primary Healthcare Services
General practice (family practice) provides person-centred, continuing, comprehensive
and coordinated whole person health care to individuals and families in their
communities.4 It has been identified as the most suitable location for coordinating the care
of individuals with complex and chronic conditions.3 Around 83% of Australians visit a
general practitioner (GP) at least once a year.5 GPs commonly provide routine care of
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acute and chronic conditions, in addition to acting as gate keepers to other health services
in the community.6
Over the years, general practice has seen an increase in patients with multiple comorbidities and complexity; however, consultation lengths have remained the same.5
Practices are also becoming more multidisciplinary, with GPs working in larger clinics
with the integration of practice nurses and allied health professionals.2
Accessibility of GP services is influenced mainly by affordability. There is a universal
Government medical insurance scheme (managed by Medicare Australia), which covers
all or most of a patient’s costs for a GP visit.5 This is known as bulk billing (when a
provider bills Medicare directly for any medical or allied health service that the patient
receives) and plays an important role in ensuring affordability of services.7 The
remuneration structure for general practitioners is largely fee-for-service, with exceptions
being salaried medical practitioners working within community health centres.2, 5 There
are no compulsory patient lists or registration in general practice; individuals are free to
see multiple practitioners and visit multiple practices of their choice. Reforms to the
funding of GP services have occurred over the last decade, with the implementation of
blended payment methods to encourage high-quality, preventive care and greater referrals
to allied health professionals.
Aside from general practice, the Australian primary healthcare system comprises a range
of other services. Community health services play an important role in the primary health
system and aim to improve the health and wellbeing of individuals, particularly those
with, or at risk of, poorer health.8 These mainly involve publically funded community
nursing and aged care programs which are funded on a targeted, non-universal basis.2
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These services vary considerably across states, and there is no national strategy for their
implementation.
Dental and allied health services provided in the community are mainly privately funded
by individuals and private health insurance funds. The funding of pharmacy services
provided in the community will be described later, in Section 2.8.1

2.2.3 Challenges in Primary Care
The challenges facing the primary health care sector are multi-faceted and inter-related.2
Factors include:
•

political issues, such as weak political support or public interest compared to other
areas of healthcare;

•

attributes of clients, especially vulnerable populations (including the elderly and
those with multiple co-morbidities and disabilities), and the complexity of the
intervention choices available for their care;

•

organisational issues involving poor coordination of multiple, disparate services
and poor collaboration between health providers;

•

funding issues related to the multiple sources of Commonwealth and state funding
and a lack of clear government responsibilities; and

•

professional issues related to interprofessional rivalries, with health providers
possessing different ideologies and having different training.

In a report produced by the Department of Health and Ageing, Primary Health Care
Reform in Australia – Report to Support Australia’s First National Primary Health Care
Strategy,3 a number of major challenges were highlighted as exerting pressure on
Australia’s health system. These included:
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•

demographic trends;

•

burden of disease;

•

changes in delivering care;

•

increasing expectations;

•

economic implications; and

•

changes in the health workforce

Demographic trends
The ageing of the Australian population is set to continue at an accelerated rate. The
Australian Bureau of Statistics (ABS) estimates that the proportion of people aged 65
years and over is projected to increase from 13% in 2007 to between 23% and 25% in
2056 and to between 25% and 28% in 2101.9 Additionally, the proportion of Australians
aged 85 years and over is projected to increase rapidly from 1.6% in 2007 to between
4.9% and 7.3% by 2056 and to between 5.8% and 9.3% by 2101.9
Older Australians are major users of GP services, with people aged 65 years and over
taking up 29.7% of consultation time.5 This cohort of patients also over present to their
GP with more problems than younger people, are prescribed more medications per visit
and have longer average consultations.3, 5 Older Australians are also significant users of
allied health and nursing services.3

Burden of disease
The increase in the proportion of older people in the community has contributed
significantly to the high prevalence of chronic disease. More than three-quarters of
Australians have at least one chronic health condition with more than 80% of those aged
65 years and older having three or more.10 In addition to ill health and disability, chronic
diseases are also a major economic burden, both on the patient and for the wider
9
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community. In 2000–01 they accounted for nearly 70% of the total health expenditure
that can be allocated to diseases.10, 11

Changes in delivering care
As the acute sector shifts towards attaining high throughput and reduced lengths of stay,
there is greater pressure on post-acute and convalescent care. Patients on discharge from
hospital often require greater and more complex care from primary health care providers.
Additionally, some services traditionally provided within the hospital sector are now
provided in the community (e.g. dialysis, chemotherapy and mental health services), thus
further placing a burden on primary healthcare services.3

Increasing expectations
As consumers and health providers gain increasing awareness of what constitutes best
practice care, coupled with the emergence of new technologies that can improve the way
services are provided, their expectations of the health system also increase. Gaps in
service provision, as a result of inequity in the provision of health services, is a major
challenge.3

Economic implications
According to the Australian Government’s Intergenerational Report 2010, health
spending is projected to grow from 4.0 per cent of GDP in 2009–10 to 7.1 per cent of
GDP in 2049–50.7 Population ageing will contribute to spending growth; from 2009-10 to
2049-50, real health spending is expected to increase around seven-fold for those aged
over 65 years and twelve-fold for those over 85 years. In addition, growth is projected to
stem from increasing demand for health services and the funding of new technologies.7
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Changes in the health workforce
In 2006, there were 548,400 health workers in Australia, an increase of 22.8% since
2001.8 Over the same period, the health workforce aged with the proportion of workers in
the 55 to 64 years age bracket increasing by 4 percentage points, coupled with a small
decrease in the proportion aged 35 to 44 years (down by 1.8 percentage points).8 There
continues to be maldistribution of health professionals across Australia, with regional and
remote areas experiencing medical workforce shortages, especially in general practice
services. Workforce shortages are also increasingly being experienced in disadvantaged
urban areas.3, 8

2.2.4 Chronic Care Model
Chronic disease poses major challenges for the current organisation of the Australian
health care system. Current administrative arrangements do not encourage integration of
health services, and payment mechanisms are largely based on acute or episodic care.
This is unlike the United Kingdom (UK) and the United States of America (USA) which
use capitation models of funding and patient enrolment with medical practices.2 It has
been shown that patients who receive structured, coordinated care of their chronic
illnesses have improved outcomes. The Chronic Care Model developed by Wagner et al,12
provides a framework for optimal care and consists of six elements:
•

Community resources and policies;

•

Health care organisation;

•

Self-management support;

•

Delivery system design;

•

Decision support; and

•

Clinical information systems.
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Optimisation of the above elements will enable improved patient outcomes through
productive interactions between an informed, activated patient and a prepared, proactive
team.13, 14 Whilst Australia has attempted to improve care coordination through programs
such as Medicare Chronic Disease Management (CDM) items, there are limitations to
these, and further reforms to service and funding models to encourage coordination and
integration of general practice and other health services in the community are needed.

2.2.5 Reforms to the Primary Care System
To meet growing demands on the health system, many developed countries, including
Australia, are undergoing significant reforms to their primary health care policies. This
restructuring endeavours not only to manage the increased burden of an ageing population
with complex and chronic diseases, but also to provide improved quality of care in the
presence of workforce shortages, inequity and limited resources.3, 15, 16
As the number of patients on multiple medicines and complex medication regimens
increases in the community, the odds of medication-related incidents also rise. This
warrants appropriate medication management strategies to ensure safe and quality use of
medicines in primary care. These issues will be discussed in the next section.

2.3 Adverse Drug Events in Primary Care
2.1.1 Definitions
Medication-related problems (MRPs) may be defined as “an event or circumstance
involving a patient’s drug treatment that actually, or potentially, interferes with the
achievement of an optimal outcome.”17 Some MRPs lead to adverse drug events (ADEs),
which may be defined as “medication incidents that cause harm to the patient”.18 ADEs
encompass both harm that results from the intrinsic nature of the medicine (an adverse
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drug reaction [ADR]) and harm that results from medication errors or system failures
associated with the manufacture, distribution or use of medicines.18
Adverse drug events may be classified according to their severity and preventability.
Generally, events may be described as mild (a reaction or other adverse outcome of
limited duration which may or may not require further treatment and with minimum
impact on daily activities), moderate (a reaction or adverse outcome of longer duration or
which requires further treatment; and which limits daily activities), or severe (a reaction
or other outcome of any duration which results in hospitalisation and/or long-term
limitations of daily activities).19
An ADE may be considered preventable if it could have been avoided by any means
currently available (unless that means is not considered standard care).19, 20
For example:
-

Better communication between health professionals;

-

Better communication between patient and health professionals;

-

Better knowledge of a patient’s medical history; and

-

More appropriate choice of medicine or dose.

2.3.2 Adverse Drug Events Globally
Adverse drug events are a serious concern globally. In the USA, up to 25% of patients in
the ambulatory care setting experience an ADE each year21 with one-fourth being
potentially serious or life-threatening.22 Additionally, as many as 200,000 people may die
from ADEs each year.23 ADEs are estimated to cost at least US$200 billion annually;
however, half of these ADEs are potentially preventable.23
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In the UK, it is estimated that 4.5% to 5% of hospital admissions result from preventable
drug-related morbidity, and that preventable harm from medication use could cost more
than £750 million annually.24 A report from the General Medical Council in the UK
revealed that one in 20 prescriptions in general practice contain an error, affecting one in
eight patients.25 More than half of these were considered at moderate or severe risk for
potential harm. A systematic review of studies addressing error rates in medicines
management in primary care in the UK revealed that only 4% to 21% of patients achieve
optimum benefit from their drug therapy.26
Kongkaew et al. conducted a systematic review of prospective and observational studies
that used a consistent definition for ADRs. The review found that the prevalence rates of
hospital admissions associated with ADRs ranged from 0.16% to 15.7% with an overall
median of 5.3% internationally.27 Higher rates of ADRs were found in elderly patients
likely due to the use of multiple medicines for chronic disease management. The review
also concluded that studies using more intensive forms of ADR detection, such as medical
record review and patient interview, found higher prevalence rates for ADR admissions.

2.3.3 Adverse Drug Events in Australia
Adverse drug events are a significant burden on Australia’s health system, particularly in
the community setting. It is estimated that one in 10 patients who visit their GP have
experienced an ADE in the previous six months, of which almost half were considered
moderate or severe, with 8% requiring hospitalisation.19 Approximately one in four of
these events were considered preventable.
A review of Australian studies by Roughead and Semple concluded that 2% to 3% of
hospitalisations (approximately 190,000 events annually) result from problems with
medicines, and approximately 50% of these are preventable.28 It was estimated that over
14
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1.5 million Australians suffer an ADE each year, and that more than 400,000 ADEs may
be managed in general practice annually.28, 29 The cost to the community is significant,
with estimates for medicine-related hospital admissions in 2008 at AU$660 million.28
Medication-related incidents remain the second most common type of incident reported in
Australian hospitals.28
These findings are consistent with previous reviews, which similarly found that 2% to 4%
of all Australian hospital admissions were medication-related, increasing to 30% for
patients over 75 years of age.30-32 Additionally, three quarters of these admissions were
potentially preventable.32
Roughead et al.33 studied 1000 community-dwelling patients who were at risk of
medication misadventure and had received medication management review services. The
pharmacists who conducted the medication reviews identified MRPs, which were then
categorised by the researchers. The study found that 90% of the included patients
experienced some type of MRP, with a mean of 2.2 MRPs per patient. One in three
people were observed to require additional monitoring, one in four required additional
medication, and one in four were using wrong or inappropriate medication.33 The
retrospective nature of the study and missing information may have resulted in
underestimation of MRPs.
In their study on actual and potential medication-related harm in general practice, Bhasale
et al.34 observed that 76% of the medication incidents reported were preventable and 27%
had the potential for severe harm. Over half of these incidents were related to poor
pharmacological management. Of these medication-related incidents, deaths were
recorded in 3% and major harm in 15%.
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2.3.4 Contributors to ADEs
Patient groups at an increased risk of ADEs in the community include the elderly, those
taking multiple medicines and those taking high-risk medications.35, 36 High-risk
medications include cardiovascular drugs, antithrombotic agents, analgesics, antibiotics,
oral antidiabetic agents, antidepressants, anti-epileptic drugs and chemotherapeutic
agents.35 ADEs associated with anticholinergics and benzodiazepines are common in the
elderly.35
Poor communication has been identified as a common contributor to ADEs, in particular,
poor communication between patients and health professionals, between general
practitioners and pharmacists and between health professionals at the transfer of care.21, 34,
36, 37

Poor communication may account for up to 60% of MRPs.38 Better transfer of

medical information between healthcare providers34 and enhanced collaboration between
GPs and pharmacists may improve medication safety.39
Other significant contributing factors included cognitive errors and deficiencies, and
organisational or work-related factors such as insufficient staffing and poor workplace
systems, particularly in the community pharmacy environment.35

2.4 Quality use of medicines
Following the World Health Organization (WHO) Conference of Experts on the Rational
Use of Drugs held in 1985, the WHO prepared a document known as the 'Revised Drug
Strategy'.40 The following year, the 39th World Health Assembly endorsed this strategy,
which encourages governments to employ a National Medicinal Drug Policy. Being a
member of this assembly, Australia participated in the development of this strategy.41 The
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demand for a National Medicinal Drug Policy was further highlighted in the 'Health for
All Australians' document jointly issued by all Australian Health Ministers in 1988.41
By the 1990s, a comprehensive policy was put in place, including a policy on Quality Use
of Medicines (QUM), and in December 1999 a formal policy document, Australia’s
National Medicines Policy, was launched.42
Australia’s National Medicines Policy is an established framework that aims to improve
the health outcomes of Australians through their access to and wise use of medicines.42 It
consists of four, interdependent key objectives (See Fig 2.1):
•

timely access to the medicines that Australians need, at a cost individuals and the
community can afford;

•

medicines meeting appropriate standards of quality, safety and efficacy;

•

quality use of medicines; and

•

maintaining a responsible and viable medicines industry.

Figure 1.1. QUM and the National Medicines Policy43
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A central component of this framework is QUM, which is defined as:
-

Selecting management options wisely by considering the place of medicines in
treating illness and maintaining health, and recognising that there may be better
ways than medicine to manage many disorders;

-

Choosing suitable medicines if a medicine is considered necessary so that the best
available option is selected by taking into account the individual, clinical
condition, pharmacotherapeutic considerations and costs; and

-

Using medicines safely and effectively to get the best possible results by
monitoring outcomes; minimising misuse, over-use and under-use; and improving
people’s ability to solve problems related to medication.44

The National Strategy for Quality Use of Medicines aims to improve QUM and is
influenced by several key partners including healthcare consumers, their carers and the
general community; health practitioners and health educators; health and aged-care
facilities; medicines industries; media; healthcare funders and purchasers; and
government. All partners have various responsibilities and must work in collaboration to
achieve QUM.44
The National Strategy identifies the primacy of consumers; partnership; consultative,
collaborative, multidisciplinary activity; support for existing activity; and systems-based
approaches as being key principles when undertaking QUM activities.44
QUM is supported by six building blocks:
-

policy development and implementation;

-

facilitation and coordination of QUM initiatives;
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-

provision of objective information and assurance of ethical promotion of
medicines;

-

education and training;

-

provision of services and appropriate interventions; and

-

strategic research, evaluation and routine data collection.44

A multi-strategic, multi-level systems approach, which involves all partners at all stages
of learning across all settings, has been identified as a key method for the implementation
of actions to achieve QUM.44

2.4.1 Strategies to improve Quality Use of Medicines in Primary Care
Common strategies for improving QUM in the community include electronic prescribing,
clinical decision support systems, educational outreach visits and other educational
programs, audits and feedback, the provision of consumer information and medicines
management services.44
In Australia, several of these services are government or not for profit organisation-led
initiatives targeting consumers and health practitioners. Implementation of many QUM
programs are driven by NPS MedicineWise (formally known as the National Prescribing
Service) in partnership with general practice networks (Medicare Locals), and
Department of Veterans Affairs (DVA).
A brief discussion on some common strategies, followed by a more in-depth review of
medicines management services delivered by pharmacists in collaboration with GPs is
provided below.
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e-Health interventions
Computerised prescribing (electronic prescribing or e-prescribing) with clinical decision
support and ADE alerts are some approaches used by GPs to reduce ADEs in the primary
care setting.18 Computerised prescribing systems are computer-based systems for ordering
medications, which allow clinicians to enter medication orders directly, usually via a
prepopulated list of medicines.45, 46 Computerised clinical decision support systems are
information systems designed to improve clinical decision making, and may be
incorporated into computerised prescribing systems. Individual patient characteristics are
matched to a computerised knowledge base, and software algorithms make
recommendations specific to the patient.47
In Australia, over 90% of GPs use one of the 20 or so commercially available systems to
write prescriptions, order pathology and other tests, record medical progress notes or
communicate with other healthcare providers.5, 47 Although such electronic systems are
used widely in Australia, there is currently a lack of clear standards or guidelines for their
development or implementation.46 This has resulted in a variety of systems with markedly
different capabilities, especially with regards to assisting GPs to prescribe safely and
effectively.47
Systematic reviews of studies have shown that computerised prescribing systems can
enhance the safety and quality of prescribing by ensuring complete and legible
prescription orders, improving the detection of drug allergies and by reducing ADEs.48, 49
However, these systems can also have negative effects on workflow and communications,
and can compromise quality of prescribing. For example, they may introduce new types
of errors50, 51 and high levels of unhelpful alerts.
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Most research, however, has been undertaken in hospital settings, and it is unknown how
generalisable these findings are to primary care. Of the limited research undertaken in
primary care, effects on ADEs have been disappointing. A systematic review45 of 30
studies evaluating outpatient computerised prescribing found that of the four studies
assessing safety, there was no significant effect on the number of ADEs. The authors
concluded that there was no evidence that computerised prescribing systems enhance
safety or reduce cost in outpatient settings. A systematic review50 of 17 studies assessing
the types and effectiveness of clinical decision support systems found that only nine
studies had definitive positive effects on outcomes such as prescribing appropriateness,
medication costs and attaining treatment goals. However, studies assessing the effect of
clinical decision support systems on safety outcomes, including studies targeting oral
anticoagulation dosing52, 53 and heart disease management,54 were found to have no
significant effect on mortality, hospital admissions, ED visits and ADEs. It has also been
shown that one in 10 electronic prescriptions include at least one MRP, of which a third
are potentially harmful, a rate consistent with manually written prescription error rates.55
Despite this, there are limitations to these studies. Error rates may vary across different
systems and most studies are limited to single systems within one institution and are not
easily generalisable to systems that are commercially available.18
Although there is some inconsistency in results, it is reported that the risk of unintended
consequences and introduction of new errors result from poorly designed applications and
failure to appreciate the organisational implications associated with their introduction.48
Both Australian and international professional bodies endorse the implementation of
electronic prescribing and clinical decision support systems in primary care.46
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Educational Outreach (Academic Detailing)
The term educational outreach (academic detailing) is used to describe a personal ‘faceto-face’ visit by a trained person to health professionals in their own settings. These visits
are usually conducted by specially trained clinical pharmacists or other physician
“opinion leaders”.56 Soumerai and Avorn57 describe the key techniques including:
1. conducting interviews to investigate baseline knowledge and motivations for
current prescribing patterns;
2. focusing programs on specific categories of physicians as well as on their opinion
leaders;
3. defining clear educational and behavioural objectives;
4. establishing credibility through a respected organizational identity, referencing
authoritative and unbiased sources of information, and presenting both sides of
controversial issues;
5. stimulating active physician participation in educational interactions;
6. using concise graphic educational materials;
7. highlighting and repeating the essential messages; and
8. providing positive reinforcement of improved practices in follow-up visits.
Educational outreach visits have the potential to change GPs’ practice, particularly
prescribing.54, 57 A Cochrane review58 of 69 studies evaluating educational outreach visits
found them to improve the delivery of care to patients. With regards to changing
prescribing practice, educational outreach visits were seen to consistently provide small to
moderate changes in prescribing, which could be potentially important. Pharmacists
working in educational outreach can have several roles including academic detailer,
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reviewer of evidence for topics, developer of key messages and content/supporting tools,
developer of the evaluation framework and trainer of other academic detailers.59
In Australia, NPS MedicineWise facilitators conduct educational outreach visits with GPs
on relevant therapeutic topics that are linked to national activities and resources.60 The
facilitators are specially trained in health professional learning, clinical therapeutics and
evidence-based medicine. The information and discussions are tailored to suit the
individual GP, and participation in such visits may contribute to the GP’s continuing
professional development (CPD).60

Audit and Feedback
Audit and feedback involves measuring a health professional’s performance and then
comparing it to professional standards or targets. These data are then fed back to the
individual with the aim of encouraging them to follow professional standards. This is a
quality improvement process often used together with other interventions, such as
educational meetings or reminders.61
A Cochrane review61 of 140 studies found that audit and feedback generally leads to
small but potentially important improvements in professional practice. The effectiveness
of audit and feedback appears to depend on baseline performance and how the feedback is
provided.61 An exploratory analysis found that the largest effect was seen in prescribing
appropriateness compared with other targeted behaviours such as the ordering of
laboratory tests and management of diabetes or cardiovascular disease.
Drug Use and Evaluation (DUE) is a form of audit and feedback, targeting medicine
prescribing or use. It is a systematic, criteria-based evaluation of medicine use within a
health organisation that aims to improve medicine use.62, 63 It is a cyclical, iterative
process that consists of two phases: an investigative phase which involves an audit to
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measure and define drug use, identify drug use problems and measure the impact of
interventions; and an interventional phase which involves reviewing audit results,
problem solving, consensus building and implementing strategies to improve drug use. 64
DUE requires a multidisciplinary approach, usually involving physicians and pharmacists
and sometimes other health professionals.63 DUE has traditionally been conducted in
hospital settings, but can be applied to any practice setting, including primary care. It can
be used to evaluate the use of a specific drug or therapeutic class or management of a
disease state or condition.63
In Australia, GPs may participate in NPS MedicineWise clinical audits which are free
quality improvement activities that help GPs review their current prescribing practice for
patients with certain conditions, compared with current best practice guidelines.65 NPS
MedicineWise also have DUE activities that focus on specific disease states or
therapeutic areas for aged care homes and hospitals.66

GP Medication Reviews
A comprehensive GP-conducted medication review integrates a number of specific
actions, including obtaining an accurate medication history, examination of the purpose
and actual use of medications, shared GP-patient confirmation, reinforcement of expected
outcomes, and follow-up as required.67
There is limited research investigating the effectiveness of medication reviews conducted
solely by the GP. Bolton et al.67 conducted an observational study in Australia involving
62 GPs and 694 patients (≥65 years and taking ≥5 medicines) from New South Wales and
Western Australia. Patients received two medication reviews, six months apart. At the
second review, a statistically significant reduction in the total number of medications (p <
0.001), and the dose (p = 0.028) and number (p = 0.008) of benzodiazepines was
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observed. Limitations of this study included self-reporting by GPs, Hawthorne effect and
loss to follow-up of participants.
A small prospective, randomised study involving 50 patients (≥ 65 years old, taking ≥ 2
medicines) who underwent a 10-minute medication review with their GP was conducted
in Ireland.68 The intervention resulted in significant reductions in the mean number of
medications taken and inappropriate medicines prescribed (p < 0.001). Limitations of this
study included the small sample and use of a single practice, which limit generalisability.
GP-conducted medication reviews have thus been shown to reduce polypharmacy and
improve prescribing appropriateness; however, the clinical outcomes of these reviews
have not been studied. With consultation times becoming progressively shorter,69 GPs
often do not have the time to undertake medication reviews. A qualitative analysis of 100
routine GP visits with patients (≥65 years old) in California, USA, found that
comprehensive medication reviews or discussions about chronic medications are
uncommon during visits.70
The prevention and resolution of ADEs in general practice is not the sole responsibility of
the GP, so involvement of other health professionals, in consultation with their patients, is
desirable.29

Multiple Strategies
An overview of 41 systematic reviews of interventions that aimed to change prescriber
behaviour71 found that passive approaches (e.g. dissemination of guidelines) are generally
ineffective and unlikely to result in behaviour change. Most other interventions are
effective under some circumstances, with educational outreach for prescribing and
reminders seen as promising approaches. Multifaceted interventions targeting different
barriers to change were concluded to be more effective than single interventions. The
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avoidance and management of ADEs is a complex process, often requiring the use of
multiple strategies.35
Pit et al investigated the combined effectiveness of the above mentioned QUM
interventions in Australia.72 A cluster RCT was carried out to evaluate the effectiveness
of a QUM program delivered at the level of the general practice in the Hunter Region of
Australia. Twenty GPs and 849 patients (≥65 years old and community dwelling)
participated in the trial. The intervention comprised educational outreach visits by a
clinical pharmacist, the provision of prescribing information and feedback, medication
risk assessment of patients, and medication review by the GP facilitated by using a
checklist. The intervention resulted in participants in the intervention group having
significantly higher odds of having an improved composite score (reflecting use of
benzodiazepines, NSAIDs and thiazide diuretics) than control-group participants (OR,
1.86; 95% CI, 1.21–2.85) and lower odds of using NSAIDs (OR, 0.62; 95% CI, 0.39–
0.99) at 4-month follow-up but not at 12-month follow-up. There was a significant
reduction in falls by 12-months (OR, 0.61; 95% CI, 0.41– 0.91), but no significant
changes were found for health-related quality of life (HRQoL) or use of benzodiazepines
or thiazide diuretics. Low participation rates of GPs (12%) may reduce generalisability of
the findings; participation rates were higher in the intervention groups which may raise
questions regarding the effectiveness of blinding, and high attrition rates meant the study
was underpowered for detecting significant differences in the primary outcome.

2.4.2 Pharmaceutical care
Pharmacists have training and expertise in identifying and resolving MRPs and ADEs.
Pharmacist interventions have been shown to have beneficial effects on prescribing
behaviour and are important in improving medication safety in primary care.73, 74 They
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can contribute to optimising patient health outcomes by providing pharmaceutical care
and ensuring successful drug therapy.17
Hepler and Strand75 defined pharmaceutical care as “the responsible provision of drug
therapy for the purpose of achieving definite outcomes that improve a patient’s quality of
life.” These outcomes include: the curing of a disease, the elimination or reduction of
symptomatology, the arresting or slowing of disease progression, or preventing a disease
or symptomatology. An updated definition describes pharmaceutical care as "a patientcentred practice in which the practitioner assumes responsibility for a patient's drugrelated needs and is held accountable for this commitment".76
Pharmaceutical care is a process that involves the pharmacist cooperating with the patient
and their other health professionals to effectively design, implement and monitor a
therapeutic plan. The key functions of the pharmacist are to: identify actual and potential
MRPs, resolve actual MRPs, and prevent potential MRPs.75
Pharmaceutical care can encompass various models, activities and definitions, and be
delivered across a range of healthcare settings. Various terms such as clinical pharmacy
services, cognitive services, medication management, medication therapy management
(MTM) and medication review have been described as pharmaceutical care.77
Pharmaceutical care interventions generally include: a one-to-one consultation between a
patient and a pharmacist with a focus on managing health or resolving MRPs,
development of a care-plan, and follow-up. Such interventions are patient-centred and are
targeted towards those at high risk of medication misadventure.77

Pharmacist-led medication reviews
Pharmacist-led medication reviews, as part of a multidisciplinary team, are one of the
most common means of providing pharmaceutical care in the community.18 The goal of
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pharmacist-led medication reviews are medication regimen optimisation and ADE
prevention and resolution. In Australia, such services are typically carried out in the
patient’s home (Home Medicines Review [HMR]),78 community pharmacy
(Medscheck)79 or aged care facility (Residential Medications Management Review
[RMMR]).80
The HMR program was introduced in 2001 by the Australian Government with the aim of
improving health outcomes for patients and promoting QUM.81 It involves the patient,
their GP, an accredited pharmacist, regular community pharmacy, and other healthcare
professionals and carers if needed.78 After the patient is identified as having a clinical
need for an HMR, the GP writes a referral to either an accredited consultant pharmacist or
the patient’s nominated community pharmacy, and obtains patient consent to participate.
The accredited pharmacist then visits the patient at their home and reviews their
medicine. Information provided by the patient, community pharmacy and GP (with the
HMR referral) are used to identify potential and actual MRPs. The accredited pharmacist
then provides the GP (and community pharmacy) with a report of recommendations. The
GP and patient then agree on a medication management plan at a follow-up
appointment.81
Despite evidence of benefits from pharmacist-led medication management services in
some studies, especially with regards to improved medicine use and surrogate clinical
endpoints,77 the effectiveness of this service on patient health outcomes in the community
has been mixed. Previous rigorous studies of pharmacists' medication reviews in
community-dwelling patients have shown mixed effects on patient outcomes for
appropriateness of medication, drug knowledge, healthcare costs, rates of hospital
admissions, GP visits, quality of life and mortality, as will be described below.
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A large-scale, multicentre RCT involving 2454 patients (≥65 years old) from 190
community pharmacies was undertaken across seven European countries by Bernsten et
al.82 The study found that pharmaceutical care provided by community pharmacists had
no significant effect on HRQoL, hospitalisations, patient-reported disease control or mean
total cost per patient at 18 months. Some countries, however, found improvements in
some outcomes such as patient compliance and self-reported problems with medicines.83
Limitations of this study included the differences in healthcare systems between countries
which hindered economic evaluation.
Sorensen et al.84 conducted a RCT involving 92 GPs, 53 pharmacists and 400 patients (at
risk of medication misadventure e.g. taking ≥5 medicines) across three Australian states.
The intervention consisted of GP education, patient home visits, pharmacist-led
medication reviews, team case conferences, GP implementation of action plans in
consultation with patients, and follow-up visits for monitoring. The intervention did not
have a significant effect on clinical outcomes (perceived disease severity, ADEs,
hospitalisation or health-service use) or HRQoL, and produced modest cost savings at six
months. Participants were highly satisfied with the model of care. The study benefited
from the rigorous cluster design; however, it was limited by the short duration of followup for the chosen outcome measures.
The Randomised Evaluation of Shared Prescribing for Elderly people in the Community
over Time (RESPECT) trial85 utilised a multiple interrupted time-series design in five
primary care trusts in the UK. The study involved 760 older patients (≥75 years old and
taking at least five medications) who were recruited from 24 general practices and
followed over three years. After interviewing patients and developing and implementing
pharmaceutical care plans together with patients' GPs, community pharmacists undertook
monthly medication reviews with patients for 12 months. The intervention had no
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significant effect on appropriateness of prescribing or quality of life. Although the study
used robust methods including cluster-randomisation and was well-powered, it was
limited by self-selection of practices which might have introduced bias. The intervention
was estimated to be cost-effective despite a lack of statistical significance in the effect.86
The HOMER trial,87 a RCT which assessed home-based medication reviews in patients
(>80 years old and taking two or more daily medicines) after discharge from hospitals in
Norfolk and Suffolk in the UK, found a significantly higher rate of hospital readmissions
but no significant improvement in quality of life or reduction in mortality at six months.
The study was strengthened by the large sample size (n=872) and low attrition rate (3%),
but the demographics of the sample (older and more ill) may limit generalisability to the
general, medicine-taking community. Additionally, pharmacists did not have access to
patient medical histories (only a discharge letter) which may have limited the
effectiveness of the intervention.
Another RCT, involving 332 general practice patients (≥65 years and taking at least four
medications) in Scotland, assessed the effectiveness of home-based medication reviews
by ‘clinically-trained’ pharmacists. The study found no significant effect on medical
costs, quality of life or health service use at three months.88 Limitations of the study
included potential contamination due to randomisation at the patient level, insufficient
duration for implementation of pharmaceutical care plans and data collection by the study
pharmacist introducing detection bias.
Systematic reviews and meta-analyses have revealed that whilst pharmacist-led
medication reviews in primary care may improve process outcomes such as prescribing
appropriateness, they are relatively ineffective in modifying outcomes such as hospital
admissions.89-91
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Royal et al.89 undertook a systematic review and meta-analysis of interventions in primary
care to reduce medication-related adverse events and hospital admissions. Of the 38
included studies, 17 included a pharmacist-led medication review component, of which
13 also reported on hospital admission data. Meta-analysis showed these interventions
had a significant positive effect on reducing hospital admissions (OR 0.64, 95% CI 0.43
to 0.96) but this result was not significant when the meta-analysis was restricted to RCTs
(OR 0.92, 95% CI 0.81 to 1.05).
Holland et al.91 conducted a systematic review and meta-analysis of RCTs investigating
pharmacist-led medication reviews in older people (mean age > 60 years) across all
settings. Thirty-two studies fitted the inclusion criteria and meta-analysis of 17 trials
revealed no significant effect on all-cause hospital admissions (p=0.92) or mortality
(p=0.62). Thus, the authors concluded that these interventions cannot be assumed to have
a beneficial clinical effect. Pharmacist-led medication reviews, however, may improve
patient drug knowledge and adherence, and possibly reduce polypharmacy.
This evidence reveals that although studies have shown some positive effects of
pharmacist-led medication management services, these do not necessarily translate to a
reduction in morbidity or mortality for patients, at least in the short time frames that have
been studied. The heterogeneity of these results may be explained by the methodological
differences between studies, as well as variations in care delivery (e.g. training and
experience of the pharmacists, level of access to medical histories, degree of
communication/ interaction with prescribers), study population demographics and clinical
conditions, duration of follow up and outcome measures.
Despite the evidence for major clinical outcomes being inconsistent, in Australia,
professional bodies, consumer organisations and the government have recognised the
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value of collaborative medication management services and as a result they are funded by
the federal government and recommended in various guidelines (e.g. Australian
Pharmaceutical Advisory Council Guiding Principles for medication management in the
community92) and by organisations such as NPS MedicineWise.
Although these medication management services are free to consumers, research has
consistently indicated that the uptake of HMRs has remained below the projected use,
especially for at-risk individuals such as those with culturally and linguistically diverse
backgrounds, older Australians and Indigenous Australians.93, 94 Although most
consumers are highly satisfied with these services, many are often unaware of their
existence.94, 95 Qualitative analysis has revealed that whilst GPs and pharmacists believe
the program can successfully identify MRPs and improve the knowledge and adherence
of patients to their medication regimen, there was still some ambivalence to undertaking
these services.96 Some also felt there was a lack of hard evidence to show this program
improved outcomes significantly, especially with regards to reducing medication errors
and hospitalisations.96
The lack of effect on some outcomes may result from the difficulties in implementing
medication management services effectively in the community.87 Successful
implementation depends on the relationship between the pharmacist and GP; however,
community pharmacists and independent consultant pharmacists often did not know the
GP who initiated the referral or received their care plan, and often had difficulty meeting
with GPs to discuss issues.85, 91 Pharmacists were also unable to obtain complete and
detailed medical histories, thus hindering the advice they could give or causing frustration
in some GPs when their prescribing was questioned.85 Others issues, such as
administrative and logistical issues have also been raised as barriers to implementing
efficient services.85
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This suggests that greater contact and collaboration between pharmacists and GPs may be
required. A cluster-RCT involving 738 older patients (≥75 years old on more than five
medicines), 28 pharmacists and 77 GPs was conducted in the Netherlands to determine
which method of medication review (case-conferencing between the community
pharmacist and GP or written feedback) was more effective.97 The study found that
personal contact between the pharmacist and GP via case-conferencing resulted in
significantly more medication changes with modest cost savings. Although this study was
strengthened by cluster-randomisation, the convenience sampling of GPs may have
introduced selection bias and limit generalisability. Collaborative medication reviews
involving post-review discussions between the GP and pharmacist (face-to-face or phone)
were also reported to improve the uptake of pharmacist recommendations from
approximately 50% to 70% in aged care facilities in Tasmania, Australia.98
Interdisciplinary, collaborative care, facilitated by co-location of various health
professionals (i.e. the physical presence of health professionals in the one setting), may be
an approach to improve medication management services in the community.85, 99 A
review of selected studies investigating medication management services provided by
pharmacists based within general practice clinic settings is provided in Section 2.6, and a
systematic review in Chapter 3.

2.4.3 Summary
The previous sections (Sections 2.1 – 2.3) have established that medication misadventure
remains a concern in primary care globally, and that various strategies may be
implemented to improve QUM. Whilst various pharmaceutical care interventions,
including pharmacist-led medication management services, have resulted in some positive
outcomes, findings have been inconsistent. Greater interprofessional collaboration within
primary care may be needed to improve the delivery of these services. A discussion of the
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theory behind teamwork and the adoption of new health services is provided in the next
section.

2.5 Interprofessional Collaboration and Team-based
Care
2.5.1 Primary Healthcare Teams
As mentioned in Section 2.1, the primary healthcare systems of Australia and other
countries are undergoing reforms to meet the needs of their populations.
Integrated and coordinated care provided by multidisciplinary teams has been identified
as a key approach to managing the complex health needs of a changing population.3, 6, 100,
101

Team-based models in primary care can contribute to creating a multidisciplinary skill

mix within the primary care workforce enhance patient access to a diverse range of
primary health providers; and improve the quality of service delivery.16 At the primary
care level, such strategies have the ability to regulate demands on the health system by
managing patient needs within the community and reducing demands on the secondary
and tertiary sectors.6 Additionally, multidisciplinary care has been shown to benefit both
provider behaviour and patient health outcomes, particularly in chronic disease
management.13, 102 Despite this, collaboration remains low in Australia103 and it is
estimated that 50% of patients with chronic disease do not receive best practice
management.104

2.5.2 What is a Team?
Fried et al. described a team as “a group with a specific task or tasks, the accomplishment
of which requires the interdependent and collaborative efforts of its members.”105
Xyrichis and Ream106 further elaborated on this definition by describing teamwork in
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healthcare as “a dynamic process involving two or more healthcare professionals with
complementary backgrounds and skills, sharing common goals and exercising concerted
physical and mental effort in assessing, planning, or evaluating patient care. This is
accomplished through interdependent collaboration, open communication and shared
decision-making. This in turn generates value-added patient, organisational and staff
outcomes.”
These definitions suggest that a team is not merely the unstructured grouping of
individuals in the one setting. Individuals, with a range of diverse and complementary
skills, must work together towards a common goal.

2.5.3 Effectiveness of Teams in Primary Care
Various factors influence the success of teams in primary care, including interprofessional
education and learning,107 organisational and management policies,16 and practice support
systems.16, 108 Effective teamworking is also heavily influenced by team structure and
team processes.109
Team structure may be influenced by several factors including the team premises, with
co-location of team members seen as a facilitator.109 The size and composition of a team
may also have an effect: a range of disciplines, with individuals with different values and
levels of power, may be barriers to effectiveness.110 Hence, clear divisions of labour,109,
111

adequate training,111 positive personal qualities and commitment of staff 112 are

imperative. Clinical and administrative systems,111 and organisational support, which
encourage innovation, the implementation of change and the development of creative
working methods within the team are other positive elements.109, 112
Team processes are another important factor. Interprofessional communication has been
identified as one of the most significant facilitators of team effectiveness.111-114
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Individuals need to understand and respect team members’ roles, recognise that teams
require work and appreciate the nature of primary health care practice.113, 114 Regular team
meetings can improve communication, facilitate collaboration, clarify individual roles and
responsibilities and avoid conflict.109 Team meetings, both professional and social, are
also important for the sustainability of teams in primary health care.115
Collaboration amongst team members is crucial. The concept of collaboration may be
defined through the ideas of sharing, partnership, interdependency, power and process,
and should include perspectives of both patients and professionals.116 The determinants of
successful collaboration include a range of systemic, organisational and interactional
factors.117 These may include interpersonal factors such as a willingness to collaborate,
trust, mutual respect and communication. At the organisational level, organisational
structure, philosophy, team resources, management and strong leadership are
imperative.117
Clearly defined goals with measurable outcomes are another important element.109, 111
Shared objectives have a significant effect on primary healthcare team (PHCT)
effectiveness by allowing roles and responsibilities to be defined and providing the team
with a vision.109 Auditing of performance and the provision of feedback to individuals
within the team are also important for recognition, and sustaining and improving
performance.109, 114
Teamwork can lead to positive outcomes on several levels. For health professionals,
teamwork can lead to professional satisfaction, individual recognition, and improved
mental health.109 Patients may benefit from improved quality of care, clinical outcomes,
health-related quality of life and satisfaction.109, 118 Healthcare organisations will gain a
satisfied and committed workforce, cost control, and workforce retention.109
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Although teams may be effective, there are challenges associated with this increased
organisational complexity. Conflict within teams can arise as a result of a lack of
understanding of the roles, scope of practice and accountability of other professions.119 To
overcome this, team leaders need to implement strategies for resolution, whilst
individuals must engage in open and direct communication and maintain respect and
humility.119

2.5.4 Adopting Practice Pharmacist Services
Rogers’120 theory of diffusion of innovation may be used to explain the adoption of new
health interventions.121, 122 According to Rogers, the adoption and diffusion of an
innovation is determined by five characteristics: relative advantage, compatibility,
complexity, trialability and observability. “Relative advantage” is the degree to which an
innovation is perceived as better than the idea it supersedes, the definition of which is
dependent on the perceptions of the users. “Compatibility” is a measure of how an
innovation is perceived as being consistent with the existing values, past experiences and
needs of potential adopters. “Complexity” refers to the degree to which an innovation is
perceived to be difficult to use or understand. “Trialability” is the degree to which an
innovation can be experimented with and modified on a limited basis. “Observability” is a
measure of how visible the results of the innovation are to others. According to Rogers,
these five elements determine between 49 and 87 per cent of the variation in the adoption
of innovations.120
Such a theoretical framework may be applied to the adoption of a practice pharmacist into
the PHCT as illustrated by Pottie et al.123 Such services need to offer a relative advantage
to practitioners as well as clients, and be compatible with the values of the practice. The
services should be simple to access and navigate, with minimal impact on practitioner
workload. Such pharmacist services need to be tested for clinical effectiveness, as well as
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acceptability by staff and clients, and to reduce uncertainty. The impact of these services
needs to be visible, whether that is in terms of clinical, humanistic, economic or process
benefits. By identifying and improving on each of these qualities, the adoption of these
new services is more likely to take place.
Aside from the characteristics of the new intervention, another important concept is the
social context in which these innovations are adopted. Users of an innovation may be
divided into different categories depending on their propensity to adopt an innovation.
These include: innovators, early adopters, early majorities, late majorities and laggards.120
Systems that embrace a culture of creativity, have a relatively flat hierarchical structure,
and are led by strong innovators are more likely to rapidly adopt new interventions.122
This can be particularly challenging in a healthcare system, which is composed of
hierarchies, bureaucracy and social norms that can hinder change. Additional
determinants of successful adoption of new health interventions include the research
evidence available and the method in which information is communicated. Face-to-face,
interpersonal communication, involving individuals who share a high degree of
professional resemblance, have been shown to be most effective.122

2.5.5 Summary
The use of interdisciplinary teams in primary care can potentially enhance patient access
to a diverse range of primary health providers and improve the quality of service delivery.
Various factors influence the success of health professional teams in primary care, as well
as the adoption of new team members and their services. The next section explores
pharmacist integration into general practice teams.
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2.6 Pharmacists as Primary Healthcare Team Members
The role of pharmacists in healthcare is evolving. Traditionally the compounder and
dispenser of medicines, the pharmacist’s role has expanded to now encompass a wide
range of clinical and pharmaceutical care services. Pharmacist involvement within
multidisciplinary health care teams is an example of the profession adapting to further
contribute to patient care. Despite this, pharmacist participation in primary care teams are
low124 and community pharmacists are often not viewed as a core part of the PHCT.13, 125,
126

Evidence, however, suggests that a cooperative relationship between the pharmacist

and physician can positively impact patient outcomes, highlighting the importance of
multidisciplinary teamwork.127 Moreover, the failure of pharmacists to become active
team members could diminish their relevance by further isolating themselves from the
other members of the PHCT.128, 129
Several different practice models for the delivery of team-based primary care in the
community setting have been proposed and developed internationally. Models that
incorporate pharmacists as part of the PHCT include:130
•

The pharmacist as a member of the PHCT in a clinic setting or a physician’s office

•

Pharmacist managed or co-managed primary health care clinics

•

The pharmacist as part of a remote/ virtual/ dispersed PHCT (not co-located),
including:
•

the pharmacist as a provider of primary care services in community
pharmacies;

•

the pharmacist as a consultant to a number of pharmacies, clinics or
physicians’ offices; and
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•

the pharmacist as a provider of remote monitoring services with the
assistance of technology.

As the focus of the research presented in this thesis is the development of a practice
pharmacist role based in general practice, the literature that involves this particular model
of practice has been reviewed. The main studies involving pharmacist involvement in
general practice are summarised below.

2.6.1 The Pharmacist as a Member of the Primary Healthcare Team in a
Clinic Setting or a Physician’s Office
Pharmacists have a diverse range of functions in general and family practices. Evidence
reveals pharmacists can perform a range of duties in this setting at the level of the patient,
health provider and practice.130-132
Patient-level activities include: patient education and counselling, performing medication
reviews, assessing and optimising patient adherence, modifying and optimising drug
regimens, drug and ADE monitoring, ordering and interpreting laboratory tests, running
disease management clinics and prescribing (independent or supplementary).
Health provider and practice-level activities include: providing drug information and
education sessions to health professionals; managing and developing formularies, drug
budgets and practice information systems; conducting practice-based research;
undertaking quality improvement activities and clinical audits; participating in various
committees; liaising with other primary healthcare professionals including community
pharmacists; and liaising with the secondary, tertiary and aged care sectors.130-132 These
roles are continually expanding, with practice pharmacists having newer and more
involved responsibilities as healthcare systems evolve.130
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The following sub-sections discuss studies investigating pharmacist integration into
primary healthcare clinics in several countries, with a particular focus on medication
management services. Studies that involve general practice patients with a range of health
conditions (rather than targeting specific health conditions or populations) have been
reviewed here, as this best reflects the generalist nature of the practice pharmacist. Further
critical analysis of studies of pharmacists co-located in general practice clinics is
presented in Chapter 3 as part of a systematic review and meta-analysis.

United Kingdom
Primary care clinic pharmacy in the UK developed after major reforms to the National
Health Services (NHS) in the 1990s, which resulted in economic liberalisation, the
creation of an internal market and fund-holding GPs.133 As GPs were allocated drug
budgets by government health authorities, GPs saw the need for assistance in making
their prescribing more cost-effective. Thus, pharmacists were employed in general
practices to act as pharmaceutical advisors – helping GPs to develop prescribing policies
and formularies, switch to generic prescribing, manage repeat prescribing and implement
evidence-based medicine.133, 134 These arrangements led to pharmacists working alongside
physicians as a part of a PHCT, and later roles were extended to include more clinical and
patient-centred services.135
Poor management of repeat prescribing and a lack of ongoing reviews of long-term
medications have been identified as issues in primary healthcare in the UK.136 To remedy
this, primary care pharmacy has increasingly been involved in individualised pharmacistled medication reviews for patients with chronic diseases and on long-term therapy.133
Several studies, described below, have shown the benefits of these reviews undertaken in
general practice, including positive effects on drug use and cost.
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Some studies137, 138 investigated pharmacist-conducted medication reviews of repeat
medications in general practice, but without a consultation with the patient. Pharmacists,
however, had full access to patient histories and liaised closely with GPs and other
practice staff, discussing MRPs at joint meetings.
Granas and Bates137 conducted a RCT involving 511 repeat prescriptions containing at
least three items. A community pharmacist visited the general practice once or twice a
week to review repeat prescriptions and identify MRPs. A meeting between the
pharmacist and GP immediately followed the identification of MRPs. A modified Delphi
technique was also used to assess the clinical significance of MRPs. Compared with usual
care, the intervention resulted in significant reductions in the number of MRPs associated
with repeat prescriptions at 24 months. The pharmacist reduced the absolute risk of a
MRP by 26% and for every 3.8 repeat prescriptions reviewed, a MRP was prevented.
Although the study used a rigorous trial design, limitations included the use of a single
pharmacist and practice limiting generalisability.
Goldstein et al. 138 conducted a larger-scale, observational study involving 1,564 patients
(receiving at least six medicines) and 47 GP-community pharmacist partnerships from
two health authorities in England. The pharmacists reviewed the GP notes and medical
records of patients to identify MRPs. Discussions were held between the GP-pharmacist
partners to resolve issues. A total of 9,762 potential MRPs were identified. By three
months, GPs agreed with 58% of pharmacist-identified problems but only 56% of these
58% were acted upon. Focus groups at the end of the project revealed that various factors,
including prescriber behaviour and “patient pressure”, were contributors to low levels of
change. Despite this, the study demonstrated the benefits of a collaborative GPpharmacist relationship in identifying and resolving inappropriate prescribing. The study
was robust, especially for a feasibility study.
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Early studies139-141 of medication review clinics involving pharmacist-patient
consultations in British general practices lacked rigour and were limited by their failure to
assess effects on health service utilisation, morbidity or mortality.
Mackie et al.139 conducted a RCT involving 1,436 patients (≥20 years old and receiving
four or more repeat prescription medicines) from six randomly selected practices in
Greater Glasgow. Whilst both groups had pharmacists review medicines and identify
MRPs, only the intervention group had pharmacist recommendations passed onto the GP.
The study found that pharmacist-led medication review clinics resulted in a potential
reduction in inappropriate prescribing, with pharmacists implementing more sustainable
changes than GPs alone (87% v 34%, p<0.001) at 12 months. Referral rates were also
high (83.0%) and rejection rates low (3.0%), indicating that GPs were receptive to
pharmacist recommendations. As a full study report was not available (despite several
attempts to contact the author), it is difficult to assess the quality of this study or the
results of other reported outcomes. The authors, however, acknowledged that potential
washover between groups may limit the findings of this study.
Chen and Britten140 trialled the role of a primary care pharmacist as a medication
counsellor, conducting medication reviews with patients in GP surgeries and in patients’
homes. Twenty-five consultations were undertaken by three primary care pharmacists
over a three-month period, and analysed qualitatively. Referrals from GPs were slow, but
pharmacist-patient consultations were deemed rich and acceptable to patients. Patient
perceptions of their medicines, including the efficacy and propensity for adverse effects,
also emerged. The authors concluded that such a service was a feasible extension of the
role of pharmacists as prescribing budget advisors in the UK. The study lacked
methodological details, thus it is unknown whether data saturation was reached and what
other potential biases may exist.
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Burtonwood et al.141 evaluated the effectiveness of a pharmacist-run repeat medication
review clinic in a general practice in Wales. A clinical pharmacist performed face-to-face,
semi-structured patient interviews and reviewed medication regimens of 245 patients (on
≥ six medicines) either in the clinic or as a home visit. Written feedback was then
provided to the GP for follow-up. An average of 3.5 pharmacist interventions were made
per patient, with the most common recommendation being the removal of medicines no
longer required (12.9%). The majority (91%) of interventions recommended were
accepted by the GP and were 64% confirmed to be maintained six months after
implementation. Thirty per cent of interventions were deemed important to act upon. The
interventions resulted in reductions in drug use and modest cost savings (£155 per patient
per year). The authors concluded the activity to be an important quality control
mechanism for repeat prescribing. However, the study was conducted in a single practice
and lacked a control group, hence limiting generalisability.
Larger-scale, rigorously conducted RCTs142, 143 of medication review services in general
practice have also been conducted in the UK.
Zermansky et al.142 conducted a RCT involving 1188 patients (≥65 years old and taking
≥1 repeat prescription medication) from four general practices in the UK. Pharmacists
held consultations with the patients to review medical conditions and medicines.
Although the intervention resulted in significantly more drug changes and some cost
savings after 12 months, there was no effect on hospital admissions, health service
utilisation or mortality rates. Limitations of this study included potential contamination
due to randomisation at the patient level rather than the practice level, and reduced
generalisability due to the involvement of a single pharmacist. A subsequent report144 on
these findings highlights the effectiveness of a clinical pharmacist conducting medication
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reviews in general practice without increasing the workload of other members of the
PHCT.
Avery et al.143 recently conducted a pragmatic, cluster RCT involving 72 general
practices in the UK. Whilst the control practices received computerised simple feedback
for at-risk patients (i.e. any patient who had potentially been subjected to hazardous
prescribing or medicines management), the intervention practices received a pharmacistled information technology intervention (PINCER) comprising feedback, educational
outreach and dedicated support including reviewing patient medical records, discussions
with GPs and staff, recommending blood tests and undertaking patient medication
reviews. At the six-month follow-up, there were significant reductions in inappropriate
prescribing of non-steroidal anti-inflammatory drugs (NSAIDs), beta-blockers and
angiotensin-converting enzyme (ACE) inhibitors. The intervention was also deemed to be
cost-effective if the decision-maker’s ceiling willingness to pay reached £75. The study
was strengthened by the pragmatic design that utilised appropriate methods of block
randomisation, allocation concealment and blinding of outcome assessment. A large
number of practices and diverse range of specific outcome measures were other strengths.
This study highlights the benefits of a multifaceted, systems-level approach that utilises
information technology as well as pharmacist expertise and interprofessional rapport. The
authors also reported that the intervention was acceptable, based on their qualitative
work.145

United States of America
In the USA, the growth of managed care and integrated health systems over the last few
decades has stimulated the adoption of primary care as a means of improving the
management of patient health care needs and access to specialty services.132 Pharmacists
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involved in primary care participate with other team members in the management of
patients for whom medications are a focus of therapy.132 Pharmacists in the American
primary care sector work in a diverse range of settings including Department of Veterans
Affairs (VA) systems, ambulatory care and outpatient clinics, physicians’ offices,
community health centres, and primary care practices associated with medical schools or
pharmacies.146-149 Thus, extrapolating interventions and results of American studies to
typical general practice clinics may be difficult.
As part of pharmaceutical care, American primary care pharmacists undertake medication
therapy management (MTM). These services involve collaboration between pharmacists
and other health professionals to deliver patient-centred care that optimises medication
use and improves patient health outcomes.150 MTM consists of five standard core
elements:
1. Medication therapy review (MTR) (the systematic process of collecting patientspecific information, assessing medication therapies to identify MRPs, developing
a prioritised list of MRPs, and creating a plan to resolve them);
2. Personal medication record (PMR) (a comprehensive record of the patient’s
medications including prescription and non-prescription medications, herbal
products, and other dietary supplements);
3. Medication-related action plan (MAP) (a patient-centric document containing a
list of actions for the patient to use in tracking progress for self-management);
4. Intervention and/or referral to other health professionals; and
5. Documentation and follow-up.150
Pharmacists working collaboratively with physicians have been shown to make MTM
decisions that are clinically credible.151
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Recently, the integration of pharmacists into the patient-centred medical home (PCMH)
has been advocated, and is gradually occurring.152 The PCMH is a model or philosophy of
primary care that is patient-centred, comprehensive, coordinated, accessible and
committed to quality and safety.153 Although the medical home concept dates back to the
1960s,154 PCMH has gained attention from American policy makers and health
professionals in recent years due to health reform in the USA. The PCMH encompasses
seven joint principles154:
•

Personal physician;

•

Physician-directed medical practice;

•

Whole-person orientation;

•

Coordinated and integrated care;

•

Quality and safety;

•

Enhanced access; and

•

Payment recognises value of PCMH.

In 2009, a group of American pharmacy organisations released a document detailing the
seven principles for the integration of pharmacists’ clinical services within the framework
of the PCMH. These include:
•

Access to pharmacists’ clinical services;

•

Patient-focused collaborative care;

•

Flexibility in medical home design;

•

Development of outcome measures;

•

Access to relevant patient information;

•

Effective health information technology; and

•

Aligned payment policies.
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Subsequently, the Patient-Centred Primary Care Collaborative produced a resource
document regarding the incorporation of medication management services into the
medical home.155 It highlighted the importance and value of comprehensive MTM
services in this setting, and that services can be delivered to patients and fully integrated
with the work of the PCMH team to achieve coordinated care.155 Such medication
management services also improve clinical outcomes, are cost-effective and acceptable to
patients and physicians.155
Pharmacy services delivered within primary care and family medicine clinics have been
shown to embody the joint principles of the PCMH.155 Scott et al. illustrated this with the
delivery of clinical pharmacy services to a family medicine clinic in North Carolina,
where pharmacists were involved in the provision of MTM in a pharmacotherapy clinic,
anticoagulation clinic and osteoporosis clinic. Aside from direct patient care services, the
pharmacists also ensured patient access to community resources, assisted with transition
of care, provided interprofessional education and continuous quality improvement.156
Several small, observational studies147, 148, 157-159 have been conducted in the US assessing
the feasibility of providing MTM to general medical patients of PCMHs. Whilst these
studies showed positive effects for certain medication and clinical outcomes, and the
feasibility of pharmacist integration, they suffered from some methodological limitations.
These mainly comprised the lack of a control group, which might have compromised
internal validity, and the use of a single pharmacist and/or practice limiting
generalisability of findings.
Harris et al.148 conducted a prospective, observational, cohort study to evaluate the role of
the pharmacist providing medication therapy reviews and interventions in a family
medicine clinic in Minnesota. Ninety-two patients (taking ≥5 medications; with multiple
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medical conditions; and/or medical conditions that result in high use of the health care
system e.g., asthma, diabetes) were included in the study. MRPs were identified in 90%
of patients. Clinical status improved in 45% of patients following medication review, with
significant improvements in those with hypertension, dyslipidaemia and asthma. Clinical
status remained unchanged in 46% of patients with a decline in the remaining 9%. The
use of aspirin post-myocardial infarction and inhaled steroids in asthma increased
significantly. There was also a significant reduction in the average number of medications
used per patient.
Nkansah et al.147 conducted a retrospective, uncontrolled time series study investigating a
pharmacist-run diabetes clinic in a private physician practice. Seventy-seven patients (≥18
years old, with type 1 or 2 diabetes mellitus, receiving oral and insulin therapy, and
referred to the pharmacy clinic from 2001 to 2003) were included in the study. There was
a significant reduction in HbA1C (p<0.001) but no effect on other outcomes at the sixmonth post-clinic visit. Internal validity and generalisability of results were compromised
by the retrospective, uncontrolled study design, undertaken in a single site with a
predominantly African-American population.
Roth et al.157 conducted a six-month, prospective, observational pilot study in a
community-based primary care practice. A clinical pharmacist provided MTM at
baseline, three and six months to a convenience sample of 64 patients (≥65 years old and
taking at least five medicines). The intervention resulted in significant reductions in
MRPs (4.2 at baseline vs 1.0 at six months, p<0.0001), and modest reductions in acute
health service utilisation. Physicians were positive about the service. The study was
limited by the single site, small sample size, lack of a control group, and selection bias.
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Taylor et al.158 assessed the effects of pharmacist-provided MTM services to 69 patients
(considered at high risk of medication misadventure) from three family medicine clinics
in rural Alabama. The service resulted in a significant increase in the attainment of
therapy goals in hypertension, diabetes, dyslipidaemia and anticoagulation at 12 months
by the intervention group, while these became worse in the control group.
Hospitalisations and emergency department (ED) visits decreased in the intervention
group and remained unchanged in the control group. Inappropriate medication use
decreased in the intervention group, but increased in the control group. There was no
significant difference in HRQoL between groups. Compliance and medication knowledge
increased in the intervention group but decreased in the control group. The study was
limited by a small sample size, short follow-up period and potential contamination due to
randomisation at the level of the patient rather than physician.
An observational study undertaken by Berdine and Skomo159 involved a pharmacist
delivering MTM clinical services to a primary care practice in Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania.
Two hundred patients (mean age 52.8; most common medical conditions hypertension,
dyslipidaemia and diabetes) were included in the study. The most common reasons for
referral to the pharmacist were for diabetes self-management, weight management, and
other (e.g. anticoagulation management, lifestyle issues). The pharmacist-led clinic
resulted in statistically significant improvements in clinical parameters for lipids, HbA1C
and body mass index (BMI) at one and two years. The study was limited by nonrandomised single-cohort design, missing data and inconsistent follow-up of patients.
Larger, observational studies have also been conducted. Isetts et al.160 conducted a
prospective study investigating collaborative MTM services provided by pharmacists and
other primary care providers in six ambulatory clinics in Minnesota. Two hundred and
eighty-five patients (with ≥1 of 12 predefined health conditions) were included and
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compared with a historical control group of 252 patients (126 with hypertension and 126
with hyperlipidaemia) from nine clinics without MTM services. The intervention resulted
in 637 drug therapy problems being resolved and achievement of treatment goals
increased (from 76% to 90%) in the 285 intervention patients. There was an improvement
in the intervention group compared with the control in the Healthcare Effectiveness Data
and Information Set (HEDIS) goals for hypertension (71% v 59%) and hyperlipidaemia
(52% v 30%). Total health expenditures decreased from US$11,965 to US$8,197 per
person (n = 186, p < 0.001), with the reduction in total annual health expenditures
exceeding the cost of providing MTM services by more than 12 to 1. Selection bias,
mainly related to the sampling of clinics and patients, was the main limitation of this
study as acknowledged by the authors.
Altaveta et al.161 conducted a prospective, controlled study comparing two primary care
internal medicine practices in Rochester, New York. A total of 343 patients (with ≥1 risk
factor: ≥1 chronic disease or event (e.g. ED visit), or aged 50 years or older; a scheduled
visit to see a GP or a diagnosis of diabetes without a GP visit; need for optimisation of
medication therapy as determined by a clinical pharmacist on the screening date; and 12
months of continuous insurance eligibility before enrolment) were recruited to the study.
The intervention involved one clinical pharmacist embedded in the practice reviewing
medical records and making recommendations to the primary care physician. Other
activities, such as patient counselling or physician education were done on an as-needed
basis. The same pharmacist reviewed the medical records of the comparison group but the
recommendations were concealed from the physicians. The intervention resulted in no
significant differences between groups in the primary outcome of medical (excluding
pharmacy) costs (p=0.711), however there were some significant improvements in
medication-related issues being addressed. The study was limited by a lack of
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randomisation, a comparator group which was not matched, and the use of a single
pharmacist.
Several RCTs146, 162, 163 have been conducted, and some examples in general medical
patients are discussed here. A RCT conducted by Hanlon et al.162 involved a clinical
pharmacist providing MTM services to elderly patients in a general medicine clinic of a
VA medical centre. Two hundred and eight eligible patients (≥65 years old and taking at
least five medicines) were recruited. The pharmacist-led medication review resulted in a
reduction in inappropriate prescribing compared to usual care which was sustained at 12
months (decrease 28% v 5%, p<0.001). There was no effect on other outcomes including
potential ADEs, HRQoL, patient compliance, medication knowledge and satisfaction.
Physicians were receptive and the enactment of recommendations was higher for the
intervention group (55.1% v 19.8%, p<0.001). The study, however, failed to provide any
information on the clinical importance of the intervention. Some limitations included
poorly described allocation concealment, the use of a single site which might have led to
potential contamination, and the use of a single pharmacist and setting which reduced
generalisability.
The Impact of Managed Pharmaceutical Care on Resource Utilisation and Outcomes in
Veterans Affairs Medical Centres (IMPROVE) study was a large scale RCT, involving
nine VA medical centres, 78 pharmacists and 1054 patients at risk of medication
problems who were randomised to intervention or control groups.146, 163 There was
diversity in the roles and responsibilities of pharmacists depending on the clinic (e.g.
ability to prescribe or order blood tests). Generally, pharmacists met intervention patients
to perform a medication review and make recommendations to the physician. The level of
collaboration between pharmacists and physicians also varied depending on the clinic.
Compared to usual care, after 12 months, the intervention had no effect on patient
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satisfaction, HRQoL or health expenditure. Post hoc analysis revealed some improvement
in patients with dyslipidaemia. Whilst the study was strengthened by the large sample
size, there were several limitations including the lack of allocation concealment as patient
recruitment occurred after randomisation, the poor standardisation of methodology across
the sites and the use of ‘soft’ surrogates and humanistic outcome measures.

Canada
The integration of pharmacists into family practices across Canada was in response to the
federal and provincial governments wishing to create a sustainable healthcare system with
community-based providers working in teams and undertaking a newer, diverse range of
responsibilities in the early 2000s.164 These primary health care reforms led to the
development of the pharmacist’s role on interdisciplinary PHCTs in family practices and
clinics. The need for greater collaboration between physicians and pharmacists in order to
improve medication management was also highlighted in a joint statement of the
Canadian Medical Association and the Canadian Pharmacists Association.165 There are
currently over 300 pharmacists working within PCMH practice sites across Canada.166
Although integration is still relatively new and sporadic, ongoing studies show the value
of pharmacist-family physician collaboration in Canada.166
A cluster RCT, the Seniors Medication Assessment Research Trial (SMART), evaluated
pharmacist consultation programs in family practices in Ontario.167, 168 The study involved
24 sites, 48 physicians, and 889 community-dwelling, elderly (≥65 years old) patients
taking five or more medicines. The authors found that pharmacist medication reviews and
subsequent discussions with physicians did not have a significant effect on patient
outcomes. There were no significant differences in the number and cost of medications,
health care use and cost, or HRQoL between the intervention and control groups. Despite
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this, pharmacists identified a mean of 2.5 MRPs per patient in the intervention group, and
physicians were receptive of the pharmacists’ recommendations, with physicians acting
on over 70% of recommendations and stating that their knowledge had improved. The
authors concluded that collaboration between pharmacists and physicians is possible, and
participants described it as a good opportunity for learning. Although the study benefited
from a rigorous design and large sample size, it was limited by a short time frame (five
months) for the outcomes measured.
The Integrating Family Medicine and Pharmacy to Advance Primary Care Therapeutics
(IMPACT) project169 was a large-scale demonstration project that followed the SMART
trial,167 and involved the placement of pharmacists into seven family medical sites across
Ontario over a 31-month period. The pharmacists provided various services that included
patient medication assessments, education and academic detailing, drug information and
enhancements to office systems.169, 170 The intervention involved 969 patient assessments
by the pharmacists over the first 24 months; the pharmacists identified an average of 4.4
MRPs per patient. Overall, the study resulted in the optimisation of prescribing and use of
medicines in the practices. In conjunction with other local initiatives and policy reforms,
the project facilitated the development of interdisciplinary family health teams (FHTs) in
Ontario.169 Although the IMPACT project involved a more comprehensive and
continuous intervention than the SMART trial, the practices and pharmacists were
conveniently sampled introducing selection bias and limiting generalisability. However,
as this was a demonstration project, these limitations were expected.

Australia
In Australia, the role of the general practice pharmacist is currently underdeveloped,
poorly defined and unfunded. In 1996, Greenhill171 conducted an uncontrolled study
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assessing medication reviews undertaken in a general practice by a single pharmacist in
Western Australia. Lack of details of methods and statistical analysis make it difficult to
interpret the results of this study. Sixty-two patients were recruited to the study and data
from 53 were available for the final analysis. The intervention was found to have no
effect on the number, timing and doses of regular medications or on number of GP
surgery visits. Subjective assessment of compliance, drug knowledge and “wellness”
demonstrated significant improvements; however, level of statistical significance was not
reported. Annual cost savings from the pharmacist recommendations were estimated to be
AU$4,430 (equivalent to AU$83.58 per medication review per year), of which the
majority (96.1%) were savings for the Federal Government subsidised Pharmaceutical
Benefits Scheme (PBS). A surprisingly high number of pharmacist observations,
comments and recommendations (mean 13.3 per patient) were reported; however, poor
reporting made it difficult to interpret what these were and the practicality of
implementation. The study was limited by a lack of a control group, which compromised
internal validity, poor reporting and limited generalisability given a single pharmacist in a
single practice.
Whitehead evaluated the delivery of pharmacy services in general practice clinics in
Western Australia.172 A ‘quasi-experimental combination’ design, essentially a beforeafter study with a matched control, was used.173 Ten community pharmacists and 37 GPs
were conveniently sampled and recruited to the study. GPs could refer their patients for
one of three levels of service provided by the on-site pharmacist: an adherence assessment
(brief medication review); a medication management service (in-depth medication
review); or a preventive care service (in-depth medication review with regular follow-up).
One hundred and ninety-one patients were referred to the service. At the end of four
months, there was a significant increase in the number and cost of medications, as well as
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self-reported adherence, in the intervention group. There were no significant differences
in the number, types and costs of medical services or the types of medications used. Study
limitations included missing data, potential selection bias, and limited generalisability due
to convenience sampling of pharmacists from a particular region of Australia.
In 2012, Freeman et al.174 investigated the practice pharmacist role in Queensland,
Australia. After some initial qualitative work175, 176 (described later in this chapter), an
ethnographic study was conducted177 to document the range of activities undertaken by a
practice pharmacist based in a primary care medical practice in Brisbane, Australia. Over
a three month period, the pharmacist engaged mainly in medication review,
“pharmaceutical opinion” (provision of therapeutic advice for a particular patient),
student supervision, drug information and administrative duties. This study was restricted
to a single medical centre, involved a single pharmacist for a short duration, and coding of
roles and reflective entries was undertaken by one investigator.
Following on from this work, a retrospective analysis of medication reviews174 found that
the practice pharmacist could significantly reduce the time to complete the home
medication review process (i.e. from the date the patient was referred for a medication
review to the date the GP had a follow-up consultation with the patient) from a median of
56 days in the pre-intervention phase to 20 days in the post-intervention phase. The
number of medication reviews never billed (to the Government funder) also decreased
substantially from 56% to 7%. Another retrospective analysis of medication reviews178
revealed that the types of MRPs identified by an external pharmacist were similar to those
identified by the practice pharmacist, but that the practice pharmacist identified a lower
rate of MRPs compared with the external pharmacists. The authors attributed this to the
practice pharmacist having access to medical records hence less irrelevant MRPs (due to
lack of patient data) were reported. Significantly more recommendations from the
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practice pharmacist were implemented by the GP compared to recommendations from
external pharmacists (71% compared with 56%, p<0.001) and this was explained by the
greater opportunities for interprofessional communication and rapport with co-location.
The types and numbers of MRPs did not differ whether the medication review was
undertaken in the home or medical centre during the practice pharmacist phase. Whilst
these studies provided support for pharmacist integration, the findings were limited by
several factors, mainly the retrospective nature of the investigation, the main investigator
being the practice pharmacist, introducing observation bias, and a single pharmacist
working in a single medical centre limiting generalisability of findings.

2.6.2 Summary
Pharmacists based in general practice clinics can provide a range of medication
management services that result in improvements in medication use, as well as in clinical,
humanistic and economic outcomes. Most of these studies, however, were limited by
selection bias and poor generalisability due to the use of single practice sites and
conveniently sampled participants. These limitations, however, were expected especially
as many of these studies were assessing feasibility. Stakeholder acceptability of these
services is explored in the next section.

2.7 Perceptions of Pharmacist Roles and the Integration
Process
A few studies have explored stakeholder views on pharmacist integration into primary
healthcare clinics, including perceptions of potential integration, and experiences with
actual integration. Studies exploring pharmacist roles, benefits and disadvantages, and
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overall experiences with pharmacist integration will be reviewed here, followed by
barriers to and facilitators of integration in the next section.

2.7.1 Canada
SMART Trial
As part of the previously mentioned SMART trial,179 a qualitative analysis was
undertaken to learn about the experiences of the pharmacists and family physicians
involved in the program, and how the program could be improved.168 In-depth interviews
were conducted with a purposive sample of six physicians and six pharmacists based on
their level of functioning within the pair (as determined by a satisfaction questionnaire).
Interviews were semi-structured and face-to-face, and data were analysed thematically.
The interviews revealed that pharmacists saw advancing the profession, being more equal
partners, and advising physicians on medication regimens as key aspects of their role in
family practice. Pharmacists found reviewing medicines with access to additional patient
information was satisfying; however, they felt confined by not being able to advise the
patient directly, rather, they could only make recommendations about prescription
medicines to the physician. Pharmacists found the extended role in family practice
challenging initially and acknowledged that they needed to practice their skills and
acquire additional training.
Physicians did not want pharmacists directly advising patients on medications other than
over-the-counter (OTC) preparations and felt pharmacists should respect physicians’
relationship with patients. Physicians saw quality control, assistance with OTC and herbal
products, identification of potential drug interactions, academic detailing and adherence
support as appropriate pharmacist roles. Physicians reported that patients enjoyed their
interactions with the pharmacists, with patients appreciating the extra time with a
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healthcare professional. Physicians reported learning new information from pharmacists
that could be generalised to other patients, especially with regards to OTC products and
adherence.
Both pharmacists and physicians felt the impact of the program was modest but helpful,
and the implementation of the role could be improved with better targeting of patients.
Co-location and repeated contact between pharmacists and physicians helped with the
development of rapport. Development of a trusting relationship was deemed to be
important for effective collaboration.
Study limitations included the artificial setting of a RCT, the interviewer knowing the
level of functioning of the participant pairs, and the interviewer being involved in the
RCT which may have influenced participant responses.

IMPACT project
The IMPACT project used various qualitative and quantitative analyses to explore the
experiences and perceptions of physicians and pharmacists on pharmacist integration into
family practices. Physician perceptions were explored using focus groups,123 semistructured interviews123 and periodic questionnaires.180 The initial four exploratory focus
groups (each comprising four to nine physicians and the practice pharmacist), revealed
physicians’ concerns about medico-legal implications and the need to maintain integrity
of patient-physician relationships.
The follow-up semi-structured interviews of physicians (n=12, purposively sampled
based on demographics and perceived support of the pharmacist program) were
conducted 12 months into the program. Thematic analysis of data was performed.
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The findings revealed that physicians found operational challenges to be an issue,
especially the need to adjust daily routines to include a pharmacist or find time to work
with them. However, this improved twelve months into the study and physicians found
that pharmacists sometimes helped save time.
Physicians found that clinical security had developed over time, and that initial medicolegal issues were no longer a concern. They also appreciated the pharmacists’ provision
of medicines information, fresh perspectives and clinical reassurance, which helped them
feel more confident in prescribing. At the practice level, physicians felt the pharmacist
could provide links with community pharmacists, provide group education and enhance
the sense of a team. Some felt the pharmacist freed up physician time.
The authors acknowledged that a limitation of this study was that questions may have
been phrased to elicit positive responses.
Another study assessed how family physicians perceived their own and pharmacists’
contributions to medication processes during the integration process. Physicians were
mailed a 22-item questionnaire (the Family Medicine Medication Use Processes Matrix)
at the 3rd, 12th and 19th month of pharmacist integration and response rates were 36/48
(75%), 36/47 (77%) and 30/40 (75%) respectively. Initially, physicians perceived their
own contributions to be significantly higher in the subscales of Diagnosis & Prescribing,
Monitoring and Administration/Documentation and significantly lower in Education,
compared to pharmacists. However, over time, physicians perceived a significant increase
in the pharmacists’ contributions to Diagnosis & Prescribing, Monitoring and Medication
Review, whilst perceptions of their own contribution to Diagnosis & Prescribing and
Education decreased significantly.
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These findings suggest that physicians may initially underestimate the pharmacist’s role
in family practice, but gradually start to recognise their expertise and competence.
Selection bias may be a limitation of all these studies as physicians were innovative and
may not be reflective of the general population.
Narrative reports were used to qualitatively assess pharmacist experiences with
integration and identity development within family practices.170, 181, 182
Seven practice pharmacists completed 63 monthly narrative reports over a one-year
period during their integration into group family practices. The reports were analysed by
four independent researchers using iterative grounded theory to determine themes. The
initial reports (one to two months) revealed that pharmacists experienced emotional
challenges with integration, including feeling disoriented, feeling like an outsider, feeling
as though they worked too slowly and feeling undervalued.170, 182 Pharmacist mentors
were important in helping deal with uncertainty and complex care and influencing
pharmacist identity development.182
In subsequent months (three to four months), pharmacists felt they needed to demonstrate
value, and establish and build relationships with other team members. Gradually,
pharmacists began to feel like part of the team and built confidence in their skills;
however, there were still pressures associated with meeting the goals of both physicians
and the project.170, 182
At later stages of integration (five months and beyond), staff became more comfortable
working with the pharmacist, and pharmacists became more accustomed to the clinical
setting. They also felt like the family practice environment offered certain benefits.
Pharmacists had dual perspectives on the roles of pharmacists and physicians, and began
to view the patient more holistically.182 Pharmacists felt like this new role in family
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practice enhanced their sense of professionalism as there was increased contact with other
health professionals and patients. Access to patient information and more involvement in
patient treatment were seen as key benefits.182
These findings reveal that pharmacist integration and identity development is a gradual
process; however, pharmacists perceived this as a beneficial role. The open narrative
reporting and rigorous analysis process used strengthen this study; however, the small
sample and ‘early adopter’ nature of the participants limited generalisability of results.

2.7.2 United States of America
The SCRIPT Project
Kozminski et al.183 conducted a qualitative study to determine the acceptance and
attitudes of family medicine physicians, practice staff, pharmacists and patients during
pharmacist integration into four medical homes in Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania (the
Successful Collaborative Relationships to Improve PatienT Care [SCRIPT] project).
A combination of methods was used including individual interviews (all stakeholders),
surveys (patients), monthly written logs (pharmacists), and weekly observations
(pharmacists). A total of 84 interviews were conducted; 21 with physicians, 26 with
clinical staff, 9 with nonclinical staff, 13 with patients, 6 with pharmacists (3 per
pharmacist), and 8 with office managers (2 per office manager). A total of 62 pharmacistpatient and numerous pharmacist-staff observations were made, and 16 satisfaction
surveys were completed by patients. Thematic analysis was used to explore data.
The interviews found some initial concerns with integration, such as logistical and
operational challenges. However, these dissipated shortly after integration and the
pharmacist was well accepted in the practices.
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All stakeholders had a positive overall feeling about pharmacist integration into the
family practice; the role created various clinical, educational, and time-saving benefits.
Physicians and other staff felt that pharmacists were able to fill in gaps in patient care,
especially with regards to patient education and follow-up post discharge, ensuring
appropriate medication use, dealing with formulary issues and assisting with management
of chronic disease. Pharmacists were viewed as a quick and reliable source of medicines
information by clinical staff, and were seen as time saving. Patients liked having the
pharmacist onsite in the family practice office as it gave the impression that health
professionals were working collaboratively, and increased trust. Many physicians and
staff wanted the pharmacist to be present onsite for more often.
Pharmacists felt accepted by the practices fairly quickly, and by six months felt fully
incorporated into the team. They felt like they could be a valuable resource for the team,
and enjoyed spending more time on patient care. They also provided a link between the
family practice and community pharmacy. Initial challenges included having to explain to
staff the role of the pharmacist, and having to work out their role within the practice and
use their time efficiently. Building relationships with patients was also difficult as they
saw them less frequently than in community pharmacy
The study was strengthened by the use of triangulation of various methods which
increased the robustness of the findings by allowing verification and contextualisation.
Limitations included the use of highly motivated pharmacists and practices which limited
generalisabiltiy, and participants being familiar with the interviewers (lead investigators
and themselves pharmacists) which might have biased their responses.
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2.7.3 United Kingdom
MacRae et al.184 assessed the views of GPs on pharmacist-led medication review clinics
provided in general practices in Glasgow.139 Semi-structured interviews with a purposive
sample of six GPs (based on demographics, volume of referrals to the pharmacist and
views towards clinics) guided the development of a postal questionnaire. The
questionnaire was completed by 218/258 (84%) GPs from 76/82 (93%) practices involved
in the pharmacist clinics. A combination of Likert scales and open and closed questions
were used to elicit responses about the process, value, benefits, problems and areas for
improvement for the pharmacist services.
Quantitative assessment indicated that most GPs (over 80%) found the pharmacist clinic
processes to be acceptable – including the selection and referral of patients, and that the
services positively impacted on patient care. Overall, 95% of respondents found the
pharmacist clinics to be a useful service to their practice and that the benefits outweighed
any problems.
Qualitative assessment of the free text responses revealed that most GPs felt the
pharmacist-led medication review clinics offered several benefits. Responses indicated
that most GPs perceived prescribing practice to have been improved or rationalised
(n=114). Benefits to the patients (n=17) included improved therapeutics, increased patient
knowledge, enhanced compliance and satisfaction. Some GPs felt the service increased
GP knowledge and confidence (n=34), decreased workload (n=13) and encouraged better
multidisciplinary working and communication (n=8).
However, a minority of GPs also reported problems with pharmacist clinics. Some found
such services increased workload (n=25), required space that wasn’t available (n=24),
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crossed “role boundaries” (n=2) and caused fear of external scrutiny (n=2). Problems for
patients (n=21) were also mentioned, including confusion and resistance to change.
This study was strengthened by the high response rates and initial methods for developing
and validating the survey. Limitations of this study included that almost half of
respondents were still receiving pharmacy services and hence may not have responded
honestly, thus introducing potential social desirability bias. For those respondents who
were no longer receiving pharmacy services, recall bias may have been an issue.

Patient perceptions
Patient perceptions on general practice-based pharmacist services have also been explored
qualitatively in the UK.
Petty et al.185 conducted focus groups to ascertain patients’ views of pharmacist
medication reviews undertaken in their general practice surgery as part of a study
mentioned earlier.142 A topic guide for focus groups was developed through consultation
with patients, clinical pharmacists, a GP and a researcher. A purposive sample of 18
patients (based on demographics, number of medicines and medication changes made by
the clinic pharmacist) was recruited for the three focus groups, conducted by an
independent researcher. Thematic analysis was performed independently by two
investigators who then compared their analyses to reach consensus.
The qualitative study found that patients had mixed perceptions about the purpose of the
pharmacist-led medication review prior to attending. Some patients felt that the
consultation would help them find out more about their medicines, including how they
worked, whether they were effective or harmful, or whether they were necessary. Some
participants valued the time and opportunity to discuss their medicines, which allowed for
problems to be picked up sooner. Others, however, were suspicious of the medication
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reviews, thinking they were implemented just to save the government money through
stopping or changing medicines to cheaper alternatives. Some patients felt such reviews
were the doctor’s role, and others thought there was something suspicious about the
pharmacist being in the practice.
Regarding patient reasons for attending the pharmacist appointment, these appeared to be
largely altruistic. Several patients felt that their participation would help other patients
and the researcher. Others expressed loyalty to their GP and wished to help the practice.
Some attended for social contact or out of curiosity. Some saw it as a waste of time or
thought it was intended for the teaching of students.
Patient experiences of the medication review clinics was also explored.185 Some patients
enjoyed the opportunity to have their health and medicine questions answered, whilst
others felt such explanations were unnecessary as they had faith in their doctor. Some
participants held strong beliefs about their health and did not accept advice provided by
pharmacists. Some were disappointed with the service, arising from unrealistic
expectations of the clinic including not having their illness cured or having their longterm medication stopped. Others did not like how the clinic was conducted and felt they
did not get the information they wanted. Some patients felt that the pharmacist did not
have authority to change medicines, and it was the duty of the specialist and GP.
Some patients were reluctant to attend a regular pharmacist review: they expressed
feelings of guilt for attending the surgery too frequently, and others were happy with a
medicine review provided by their GP.
The study185 was strengthened by stringent methods used to develop and validate the
focus group questions and perform analysis of data. Selection bias, leading to reduced
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generalisability, was a potential limitation. It is also unknown whether data saturation had
been reached.

2.7.4 Australia
In 2012, Freeman et al. published an investigation of stakeholder perceptions of potential
practice pharmacist roles in Australia using both qualitative175 and quantitative
methods.176
A convenience sample of GPs (n=8), pharmacists (n=28), practice managers (n=4) and
health care consumers (n=18) from South East Queensland took part in five focus groups
and 18 semi-structured interviews.175 Focus groups and interviews were face-to-face,
conducted by two investigators and used seeding questions to facilitate discussion.
Textual analysis was performed on the data. All participants felt that medication reviews,
medication information, and education were positive roles for practice pharmacists. All
stakeholder groups, with the exception of GPs, had mixed feelings about pharmacist
prescribing, with some participants feeling repeat prescribing would be acceptable. GPs,
however, viewed pharmacist prescribing negatively. All stakeholder groups viewed
dispensing and diagnosis as negative roles for a pharmacist in the general practice setting.
All groups felt that pharmacist access to patient medical files, increased privacy and
dedicated time for services were benefits of pharmacist integration, except for the GP
group. The health professional groups felt that increased rapport and interprofessional
communication were beneficial aspects of this role. GPs also reported that practice
pharmacists would be viewed as being more independent and there would be greater
acceptance of pharmacist services by patients in this setting.
Findings from this qualitative study are limited by a small, convenience sample of
participants from a confined area which reduces generalisability.
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Freeman et al. followed this qualitative study with a national internet survey to seek
stakeholder views on integrating pharmacists into general practice.176 A total of 1038
respondents completed the survey: 829 pharmacists, 167 consumers (Diabetes Australia
and Lung Foundation members) and 42 GPs. The survey confirmed the findings of the
qualitative study. Medication review, drug information for practice staff and consumers,
medication counselling, medication reconciliation and ADR assessment were viewed as
potential roles. Pharmacists (78%) and consumers (72%) supported supplementary
prescribing, whilst GPs were ambivalent (31% agree, 38% disagree) and preferred a
protocol model of prescribing.
The low response rates from GPs and consumers and sampling method limited
generalisability of the findings.

2.7.5 Summary
The studies discussed above reveal that stakeholders are generally receptive to pharmacist
services based in primary healthcare clinics and general practices. Whilst most
stakeholders felt that medication review, medicines information and education, and
adherence assessment were positive roles for a practice pharmacists, GPs in some
countries, especially Australia, had reservations about pharmacists providing patient
advice on prescriptions or participating in prescribing activities.
Pharmacists felt they benefitted from greater patient contact, access to greater patient
information, improved confidence in their clinical skills, and felt like being part of the
general practice team. Physicians and staff expressed advantages such as access to a
reliable medicines information resource, optimised patient care and prescribing, and
reduced workload. Patients appreciated being able to spend time with the pharmacist,
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improving their medication knowledge and witnessing a collaborative working
relationship between the pharmacist and physician.
However, some pharmacists found initial integration difficult and to be a steep learning
curve. Some GPs felt that the pharmacist disrupted workflow and placed a burden on the
practice and their time. Whilst patients in most countries were generally receptive of
pharmacist services, some British patients were suspicious of the pharmacist’s motives
and preferred GPs reviewing their medicines.
The experiences of integration were similar across most countries where practice
pharmacist services existed: integration was reported as a gradual process and one where
stakeholders’ perceptions change as they become used to the presence of a pharmacist in
their clinics.

2.8 Barriers and Facilitators to Integration
Several of the studies described above reported various barriers and facilitators
experienced or anticipated during the integration process.

2.8.1 Barriers to Integration
Operational and logistical issues were seen as barriers by some GPs, pharmacists and
practice staff across countries.123, 175, 180 A lack of permanent, accessible, or adequate
office space was seen as a major barrier by both GPs and pharmacists across all
countries.170, 175, 176 The limited size of the practice was thus seen as a barrier.175
Prior to pharmacist integration, some physicians were concerned about the impact a new
health professional would have on the practice’s workflow.183 Physicians who had
worked with practice pharmacists found it initially difficult to adjust routines and find the
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time to incorporate a pharmacist into their daily work.123 In Canada and the US, GPs
needed to learn about the pharmacist’s role and work out how to include them effectively
in clinical decision making.123, 183 Pharmacists also needed to become familiar with the
workflow in order to minimise disruptions.183 Difficulties in gaining full access to
communication tools or finding time to speak to busy physicians and staff were seen as
barriers by some pharmacists.170 Some patients felt that extra time spent in the clinic was
a challenge.183
The negative perceptions of physicians were seen as a potential barrier for pharmacist
integration by some stakeholders. Some GPs who had not worked with a practice
pharmacist doubted the pharmacist’s clinical abilities for taking on this role176, 180 and
admitted having negative preconceptions of the pharmacist’s roles.175 For example,
physicians from the SMART trial were reluctant to support pharmacists beyond a
traditional role.168 Some consumers felt GPs may be reluctant to having a pharmacist
working within their clinic.175 Pharmacists in Australia felt that boundary encroachment
was the biggest barrier that would be seen negatively by GPs; however, Australian GPs
did not identify this as an issue.175, 176
Hughes et al.186 explored the perceived interprofessional barriers between community
pharmacists and GPs in 11 focus groups involving 22 GPs and 31 pharmacists in the UK.
The study revealed that many GPs viewed the community pharmacist as a ‘shopkeeper’
and felt there was a conflict of interest between business and health care. The study
additionally found that GPs in the UK perceived there to be a hierarchy in healthcare, and
had concerns about community pharmacists taking on roles such as prescribing.
Pharmacist participants also felt that boundary encroachment would be an issue and felt
GPs lacked knowledge about pharmacists’ training and role. Many GPs, however, saw a
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practice pharmacist as the preferred model with regards to interprofessional working and
prescribing support as this would remove any perceived commercial biases.
Moreover, health professionals other than GP who constitute the PHCT, may have
concerns about the integration of a pharmacist into general practice. Practice nurses may
be wary of pharmacists encroaching on their professional boundaries by undertaking
additional roles that traditionally fall within the nurses’ domain.187 In contrast, nurses
working with ward pharmacists in a hospital environment were accepting of this
collaboration.188
Some pharmacists themselves also felt they lacked the clinical skills, knowledge or
experience needed in this role, especially at initial integration.168, 175, 176 Limited
experience with team establishment and a lack of clear understanding of the role
pharmacists can play in PHCTs were other barriers.189
As part of the previously described PINCER trial,143 Cresswell et al. performed a
qualitative analysis involving a combination of 52 longitudinal semi-structured telephone
interviews, six focus groups and relevant documents. Participants included trial
pharmacists, general practice staff, researchers and primary care trust staff. Data were
analysed thematically using stringent methods to enhance validity. The study found that a
major barrier identified by pharmacists was the sustainability of pharmacist interventions
in general practice. This was expressed in light of the absence of an appropriate support
network and career development pathways for pharmacists. Concerns about a lack of
remuneration for pharmacist services was seen as a barrier by all stakeholder types in
countries where integration had not yet been fully taken up.176, 183
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2.8.2 Facilitators of Integration
Physical presence in the office was critical to building relationships with physicians and
staff, and allowed staff to become familiar with the pharmacist and what they had to offer.
183

Face-to-face contact and relationship building between pharmacists and practice staff

were important,145 and trust tended to develop over time.168 Participation of pharmacists
in practice meetings or education sessions with colleagues was seen as conducive to
rapport building.170 Communication between the pharmacist and GP could also be
improved by setting aside time for discussion.184 Technological tools (such as electronic
medical records) and communication tools (such as email and internal messaging
systems) were important for maintaining interprofessional communication, especially
when the pharmacist was offsite.170, 183
Previously established rapport with medical staff was seen as important by Australian
GPs and consumers for ensuring successful integration.176 Support from GPs was seen as
an enabler by consumers.175 Some GPs felt it would be useful for the pharmacist to have
extended roles, such as the autonomy to make changes without constantly having to get
GP agreement.184
Pharmacists needed to demonstrate credibility and value, and show they could save time
for physicians. Willingness to collaborate increased once staff became aware of the
pharmacist’s value.183 The success of the PINCER trial included the credibility and
appropriateness of the pharmacist interventions made to identify and resolve prescribing
errors.145 Pharmacist flexibility and motivation were important to ensure smooth
integration and avoid disruptions to workflow.183
Pharmacist services should be targeted towards certain patient groups (e.g. those with
specific management difficulties)168, 185 and frequency of consultations should be
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considered depending on patient needs.185 This may facilitate acceptance by consumers
and reduce costs.
Training for the pharmacist was deemed an important facilitator by all stakeholder
groups.176 Pharmacists needed to practice their skills and acquire new ones in order to
perform their roles effectively.168 In Canada, competencies for pharmacists providing
collaborative care in family practice have been developed and validated, and educational
programs exist for pharmacists in this setting.190
Additionally, training for the medical centre, especially on the role of the pharmacist and
how they fit in, was seen as an important facilitator by pharmacists and consumers in
Australia.175, 176 Practice managers felt that education and promotion of the benefits of
pharmacist services to GPs and patients was needed to encourage uptake.175
Mentors (who acted as role models and provided support especially at initial integration)
were seen as imperative for the integration process by pharmacists of the IMPACT
project.170 Professional mentors were also perceived to be facilitators by Australian
GPs.175 Support from allied health and accommodating doctors was also seen as necessary
for success.170
Administrative support for the pharmacist was seen as necessary by GPs and patients in
Australia,175 and by pharmacists in Canada.170
Appropriate remuneration was seen as the most important facilitator by pharmacists,
especially in Australia.176 Potential and actual funding models will be discussed later in
the chapter.
Kolodziejak et al.191 summarised the overall factors that could facilitate the integration of
a pharmacist into the primary care team. They performed a qualitative study to investigate
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and provide guidance on the integration of a pharmacist into an already established PHCT
(a student health centre) at the University of Saskatchewan, Canada. Action research was
used to define the role of the pharmacist and then implement eight weeks of full-time
clinical pharmacy services. Focus groups with members of the PHCT were held at the end
of the intervention period and moderated by an external facilitator. Thematic analysis was
performed on the data.
The focus group findings, coupled with the pharmacist’s recommendations, formed a
step-wise template for integration consisting of eight key steps:
1. Selecting a collaborative process;
2. Selecting an appropriate team;
3. Defining the role of the pharmacist;
4. Determining the logistics of providing care;
5. Establishing credibility;
6. Conducting patient consultations as they arise;
7. Re-evaluating the role as it evolves; and
8. Obtaining patient feedback.
The main limitations of this study were the short time frame and the use of a pharmacist
who was also the researcher; poor description of the composition of focus groups and
analysis methodology also made it difficult to interpret the quality of results.

2.8.3 Summary
Whilst pharmacist integration into general practice clinics is generally accepted by a
range of stakeholders, various barriers to, and facilitators for, integration exist. The key
barriers to integration included: logistical, attitudinal, professional and sustainability
issues.
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The main facilitators for integration included: communication, positive experiences,
training of pharmacists and staff, administrative support and adequate remuneration. Such
issues must be considered prior to implementation of pharmacist services. The final
section (Section 2.9), looks at actual and potential funding mechanisms for this role
across different countries.

2.9 Service and Funding Models
Clinical pharmacy services have been shown to produce not only health benefits but also
economic benefits to the health system. Several of the studies mentioned earlier in the
chapter resulted in cost savings through reduced medicine and health service use and
increased cost-effective prescribing.142, 143, 146, 160 Perez et al.192 conducted a systematic
review of studies published between 2001 and 2005 that measured the economic impact
of clinical pharmacy services. Of the included studies, 20/93 (21.5%) were undertaken in
ambulatory care clinics or physician’s offices. The median benefit-to-cost ratio was 2.89
in ambulatory settings (ambulatory clinics and community pharmacies), meaning that for
every $1 invested in the clinical pharmacy service, $2.89 was saved in costs or through
other economic benefits. A limitation of the review was that many studies lacked data
important for the analysis, and study design, setting and quality varied between studies.
Countries that have integrated pharmacists into primary care practices often do not have a
single, standardised remuneration structure; various different funding models may be
employed to suit the needs of the practice, population and pharmacist. Various parties
may be involved in contributing to the remuneration of pharmacists in primary care
clinics. Whilst the majority of countries rely on governmental funding, payment by
patients and private health insurers also occurs.
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A white paper developed by the American College of Clinical Pharmacy Task Force on
Ambulatory Practice summarises some existing payment methods193:

Fee-for-service
In the USA, pharmacist services may be covered by Medicare. Physicians may directly
bill Medicare for services provided by the pharmacist as “incident to physician services”.
Direct billing of Medicare using MTM Current Procedural Terminology (CPT)
reimbursement codes can also be used. With the Medicare Part D, pharmacists are paid as
providers and several health plans use this as a payment mechanism for pharmacists to
provide advanced care to patients. Additionally, some states may have payment for MTM
for Medicaid patients.

Capitation
In the USA, health maintenance organisations utilise a “per-member-per-month” model.
This risk-sharing model involves a physician or provider agreeing to pay the pharmacist a
certain amount per-member-per-month to avoid unnecessary emergency department visits
or hospital admissions. A common example is the provision of anticoagulation services
by a pharmacist.

Pay for performance
In this model, physicians or providers agree to pay a certain amount to have pharmacists
assist the practice to achieve best practice and meet predetermined goals. In the USA,
physicians or providers choosing this method are likely to have incentives from insurance
carriers to achieve disease-state goals, and these savings may be passed on to the
pharmacist.
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Canada and the UK also use variations of the above funding models to remunerate
pharmacists. In Canada, interdisciplinary family practices are usually compensated using
a blended payment method comprised of the above models. The Ministry of Health
provides the salaries for interdisciplinary team members of family health teams, including
pharmacists. Each practice’s governing board decides which professionals to be hired
based on patient needs. Thus, pharmacists in these teams are generally paid through salary
compensation, however other mechanisms are possible such as sessional or casual
funding.194 A similar payment method is adopted in the UK, where practice-based
pharmacists are paid by the practice via NHS funding.133

2.9.1 Australia
Funding in Australian Primary Care Pharmacy
In the Australian primary care setting, pharmacists operate on a fee for service basis,
mainly though government subsidy. In community pharmacy, remuneration occurs, for
example, with each prescription dispensed or each professional service provided by the
community pharmacist under the Fifth Community Pharmacy Agreement.79 Pharmacies
are entitled to receive pharmacy practice incentives for services including:
•

clinical interventions (identifying a MRP and making a recommendation in an
attempt to prevent or resolve it);

•

multi-compartment dose administration aid preparation;

•

staged supply of medicines (supplying medicines to consumers in periodic
instalments of less than the total required or prescribed quantity at agreed
intervals. It is aimed at improving the safety and efficacy of medicine use in
vulnerable consumers who are unable to manage their medicines safely);
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•

community service support (providing medicine safety, harm minimisation and
services to support the community e.g. needle and syringe programs, opioid
substitution programs); and

•

working with others (documenting collaborations with other (non-pharmacy)
health professionals from at least three different health professional groups).

Medication management programs are also delivered by community pharmacists within
the pharmacy. Medscheck and Diabetes Medscheck are in-pharmacy reviews of a
consumer’s medicines, focusing on education and self-management, and are similarly
funded by the government.79
Accredited consultant pharmacists who undertake medication management programs
(HMRs and RMMRs) are also remunerated on a fee-for-service basis through government
subsidy. The GP may refer an eligible patient to the patient’s preferred community
pharmacy or an accredited pharmacist, and allows the patient to choose the most
appropriate pharmacist to conduct the HMR review. The GP and accredited pharmacist
(and community pharmacy if involved in the referral) receive a Medicare payment for
each review undertaken.78
Other government funded collaborative arrangements involving GPs and pharmacists are
limited in Australia. Team Care Arrangements (TCAs) involve the care of patients with a
chronic or terminal medical condition and complex care needs delivered by a
multidisciplinary team consisting of a GP and at least two other health or care providers,
one of which could be a pharmacist. However, only GPs receive a Medicare rebate for
coordinating and reviewing the arrangement.195
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In Australia, a defined funding mechanism for the involvement of pharmacists in the
general practice team currently does not exist. Freeman et al.175, 176 identified that lack of
appropriate or sustainable remuneration was a major barrier to integrating pharmacists
into Australian general practices. Pharmacists, GPs, consumers and practice managers
agreed that government subsidy for this new role would be the ideal remuneration model.
However, various flexible and mixed models have been proposed including the use of
government, patient co-payment, practice salary (paid by medical centre) and health
insurance payments. According to their survey, 48% of GP respondents supported a
combination of part government and part patient co-payment; 67% of pharmacists
supported a part government and part practice salary; and 56% of consumers supported an
entirely government funded model.176
Thus, as reported from other countries, and from local opinion,176 a single funding model
for practice pharmacists may not be possible, but rather, a range of flexible options should
be explored. Discussion of potential funding models in Australia will take place in
Chapter 10.

2.9.2 Summary
As pharmacy service models in primary care develop and change, so should the systems
of funding. Such remuneration structures must be flexible, and will depend on the roles of
the pharmacist, the needs of the practice and their patients, and the willingness of the
consumers to pay. However, adequate evidence for the efficacy and effectiveness of
pharmacist services provided in Australian general practice needs to be generated first, in
order to justify the funding of such services in the future.
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2.10 Next Chapter
To complement the findings of this literature review, and further explore the effectiveness
of clinical services provided by pharmacists co-located in general practice clinics, a
systematic review and meta-analyses were undertaken, and are reported in the next
chapter. A summary of the collective findings of both reviews is provided at the end of
Chapter 3.
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Chapter 3. Systematic review and metaanalyses
3.1 Introduction
The previous chapter provided an overview of the literature regarding pharmacist
integration into the PHCT. The review identified several gaps in the literature, including
the lack of recent systematic reviews appraising the effectiveness of co-located
pharmacist services provided in general practice settings.
This chapter presents a critical evaluation of RCTs that investigated interventions
delivered by pharmacists working within general practice and primary healthcare clinics.
The key objectives of this systematic review were to:
•

Evaluate the effectiveness of the interventions delivered by pharmacists in the
general practice setting on primary outcomes;

•

Assess the methodological quality of the included studies; and

•

Determine which interventions and methods of delivery were the most effective.

A manuscript for this systematic review and meta-analyses has been accepted for
publication by Research in Social and Administrative Pharmacy and is reproduced below.
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3.2 Article Synopsis
Integration of pharmacists into primary care general practice clinics has the potential to
improve interdisciplinary teamwork and patient care. A systematic review and metaanalysis of the effectiveness of clinical pharmacist services delivered in general practice
clinics found that pharmacists delivered a range of interventions, most commonly
medication review, and that these services often had favourable impacts on various
aspects of chronic disease management and quality use of medicines. Meta-analyses
indicated that pharmacist interventions led to significant improvements in blood pressure,
glycosylated haemoglobin, cholesterol and Framingham risk score.

3.3 Abstract
Background
Integration of pharmacists into primary care general practice clinics has the potential to
improve interdisciplinary teamwork and patient care; however this practice is not
widespread.

Objective
The aim of this study was to review the effectiveness of clinical pharmacist services
delivered in primary care general practice clinics.

Methods
A systematic review of English language randomized controlled trials cited in the
Cochrane Central Register of Controlled Trials, MEDLINE, EMBASE and International
Pharmaceutical Abstracts was conducted. Studies were included if pharmacists had a
regular and ongoing relationship with the clinic; delivered an intervention aimed at
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optimizing prescribing for, and/or medication use by, clinic patients; and were physically
present within the clinic for all or part of the intervention, or for communication with
staff. The search generated 1484 articles. After removal of duplicates and screening of
titles and abstracts against inclusion criteria, 131 articles remained. Following review and
assessment of full texts by two investigators, 38 studies were included in the review and
assessed for quality. Seventeen studies had common endpoints (blood pressure,
glycosylated hemoglobin, cholesterol and/or Framingham risk score) and were included
in meta-analyses.

Results
Twenty-nine of the 38 studies recruited patients with specific medical conditions, most
commonly cardiovascular disease (15 studies) and/or diabetes (9 studies). The remaining
9 studies recruited patients at general risk of medication misadventure. Pharmacist
interventions usually involved medication review (86.8%), with or without other activities
delivered collaboratively with the general practitioner (family physician). Positive effects
on primary outcomes related to medication use or clinical outcomes were reported in 19
studies, mixed effects in six studies, and no effect in 13 studies. The results of metaanalyses favoured the pharmacist intervention, with significant improvements in blood
pressure, glycosylated haemoglobin, cholesterol and Framingham risk score in
intervention patients compared to control patients.

Conclusions
Pharmacists co-located in general practice clinics delivered a range of interventions, with
favourable results in various areas of chronic disease management and quality use of
medicines
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3.4 Introduction
General practice is defined as “the provision of primary continuing comprehensive wholepatient medical care to individuals, families and their communities”.1 In the provision of
primary care, much undifferentiated illness is seen; the primary care physician or general
practitioner (GP) must deal with problem complexes and make a total assessment of a
patient’s condition in a range of clinical contexts. In managing the patient, general
practice staff may make referral to other health care professionals and community
services, including pharmacists.1

There is evidence that non-dispensing or clinical services provided by pharmacists in the
outpatient setting may result in improved patient outcomes and prescribing patterns.2
Despite this, the uptake of these services is low and collaboration between pharmacists
and general practitioners is suboptimal.3, 4 Limitations of most models of GP-pharmacist
collaboration in primary care include geographical isolation, poor communication, and
lack of time and remuneration for team activities.5, 6

In recent years, pharmacists have increasingly integrated into general practice clinics.7, 8
Practice pharmacists have a range of functions including administrative and clinical duties
related to their expertise in medication use and safety. Clinical services provided by these
pharmacists include drug information, medication reviews, education and counselling,
health promotion, and running disease management clinics.9 The co-location of
pharmacists with GPs in these settings has been shown to enable greater interprofessional

communication

and

the

development

of

collaborative

working

relationships.10
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A systematic review by Fish et al.,11 published in 2002, found that studies of general
practice-based pharmaceutical services have largely been of poor methodological quality,
with inconsistent results. Since that review was published, there has been a rise in the
number of studies exploring the role of general practice-based pharmacists.

Other more recent systematic reviews of pharmacist interventions have focused on
specific patient groups, disease states, interventions, and/or outcome measures in a
diverse range of healthcare settings rather than in primary care general practice clinics
specifically, thus making it difficult to apply findings to the general practice setting.2, 12-15

The aim of our systematic review was to evaluate the role of pharmacists co-located with
GPs and other health professionals within primary care general practice clinics (e.g.
family practice clinics, community health centers or primary healthcare centers). The
review includes randomized controlled trials (RCTs) that explored a variety of pharmacist
interventions covering different disease states and patient groups, and their effect on
various health outcomes.

3.5 Methods
3.5.1 Search Strategy
A search of the literature was undertaken using the Cochrane Central Register of
Controlled Trials (CENTRAL) (1966 – May 2013), MEDLINE (1966–May 2013),
EMBASE (1966 – May 2013) and International Pharmaceutical Abstracts (IPA) (1970 –
May 2013). In CENTRAL and MEDLINE, Medical Subject Headings (MeSH) related to
pharmacy (“pharmacists” OR “pharmaceutical services”) AND general practice (“family
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practice” OR “primary health care” OR “family physicians” OR “physicians’ offices” OR
“community health centers” OR “community health services”) were used. These were
supplemented with truncated text words related to pharmacy (“pharmacist*”) AND
general practice (“family adj2 practi*” OR “general adj2 practi*” OR “primary adj2 care”
OR “family adj2 physician” OR “clinic”). EMBASE was searched using a similar
strategy; however, the Emtree subject headings “pharmaceutical care” and “pharmacy”
were used instead of “pharmaceutical services”, “general practice” and “general
practitioners” were used instead of “family practice” and “family practitioners”, and the
term “physicians’ offices” was excluded as it was not available. Searches were limited to
randomized controlled trials (RCTs). IPA was searched using the key words
“pharmacist*” AND “primary care” OR “primary health care” OR “primary health care”
OR “general practice” OR “family practice” OR “family medicine” OR “community
health” OR “office” OR “clinic” AND “control*” OR “random*”. Descriptor terms were
not utilized as these were considered to be too broad and non-specific. Searches were
limited to English-language articles and excluded conference abstracts. Reference lists of
studies identified, and other review articles related to pharmacist involvement in general
practice, were screened for additional relevant studies.

3.5.2 Inclusion and Exclusion Criteria
Studies were included in the review if they met all of the following conditions:

•

tested an intervention that included a pharmacist who
─ delivered one or more clinical pharmacy (non-dispensing) services aimed
at improving prescribing and/or medication use in patients attending a
general practice clinic;
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─ had a regular and ongoing relationship with the clinic; and
─ was physically present within the clinic for all or part of the intervention,
or for communication with clinic staff (however, may deliver interventions
to individual patients remotely [e.g. via telephone or web] or in the
patient’s home [i.e. home visit]).
•

had a control group;

•

randomly assigned participants (patients or practices) to the study groups; and

•

measured outcomes related to appropriateness of prescribing, medication use,
health service use, clinical, functional, practice or economic outcomes.

Studies were excluded if they met any of the following conditions:

•

tested infrequent or “once off” interventions such as academic detailing or similar
interventions provided by an external group;

•

the intervention was delivered in secondary or tertiary care hospital settings;

•

tested interventions that did not target management of individual patients (e.g. the
use of group education sessions or drug use evaluation only);or

•

they did not report an a priori sample size calculation and the sample size was less
than 50 subjects per group 1

3.5.3 Study Selection
The titles and abstracts of studies were screened for relevance by one author (ET). Fulltext copies were obtained if a study appeared to meet the inclusion criteria or it was
unclear whether it would meet the criteria. Two authors independently reviewed the full
1

Likely to be underpowered, with unacceptable risk of false negative findings.
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text to assess studies’ suitability for inclusion. Disagreements or uncertainties about study
inclusion were resolved by discussion in the presence of all authors.

3.5.4 Data Extraction and Validity Assessment
Data were extracted independently by two authors using a standardised abstraction form.
Data extracted included study setting, duration, study population, sample size,
intervention tested, outcome measures and results. Methodological quality was assessed
according to the Cochrane Handbook risk of bias assessment tool16 and included
examining the following criteria: method of randomisation, concealment of allocation,
blinding of outcome assessment, addressing of incomplete outcome data and freedom
from selective outcome reporting. Given the nature of the interventions assessed, blinding
of the participants and personnel in the studies was not possible, and hence these criteria
were not included in the quality assessment. Attempts were made to contact authors to
clarify details of the studies as needed.

The primary outcome measures for the intervention and control groups at the end of study
were compared; a p value <0.05 was considered statistically significant. A ‘positive
outcome’ was defined as a significant difference in favour of the intervention group for
the primary outcome at study-end, with a ‘negative outcome’ being the opposite. ‘No
effect’ was defined as no statistically significant difference between the groups. For
studies assessing multiple primary outcomes, a ‘mixed result’ was defined as a positive
outcome on one primary outcome measure but not another.

3.5.5 Meta-Analysis
Where there were two or more studies that reported a similar primary outcome measure
with appropriate extractable data, a meta-analysis was undertaken. Data extracted from
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these studies included sample size, means and standard deviations; if these were not
reported, other data (e.g. p-values) were recorded where possible. Meta-analysis was
performed using Comprehensive Meta-analysis (Biostat, Inc, Englewood, NJ). Random
effects models were used for pooling the data and I2 statistics were used for exploring
heterogeneity.17, 18. The effect size for the meta-analysis was calculated as the difference
in means. Weighted averages were used to pool each study and significance tested using a
Z-statistic.

3.6 Results
3.6.1 Search and Study Selection
The electronic database searches retrieved 1,484 articles. An additional eight articles were
identified by a manual search of relevant review articles and reference lists. After removal
of duplicates, the titles and abstracts of 986 studies were reviewed, of which 855 were
excluded because they clearly did not meet the inclusion criteria. 131 articles were
deemed suitable for the retrieval of full-text copies for further scrutiny; 93 of these were
excluded after review by at least two investigators (Figure 1). A total of 38 studies were
included in the final review and are summarised below and in Table 1.
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1484 records identified through
database searching

8 additional records identified
through other sources

986 records after duplicates removed

986 records screened

855 records excluded

131 full-text articles
assessed for eligibility

93 excluded:

38 studies included in
qualitative synthesis

15 studies included in
quantitative synthesis

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

•
•
•

21 not RCT
28 not primary care
7 not co-location/
collaboration
4 not pharmacist
intervention
4 not individual
patient focus
8 dispensing
pharmacy
8 no power
calculation
reported & n <50
3 study in progress
7 multiple reports
3 conference
abstracts

Figure 3.2. Selection of studies

3.6.2 Summary of Included Studies
The majority of studies were conducted in the United States of America (USA),19-36
United Kingdom (UK)37-43 or Canada.44-49 Three studies were undertaken in South
America50-52 and four studies in Asia.53-56 Twenty-nine trials included patients with
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specific medical conditions including cardiovascular disease,20, 23, 27, 28, 33, 38, 41, 42, 45, 51-55, 57
diabetes,24, 27, 29, 31, 32, 34, 35, 49, 50 depression,19, 21, 25 metabolic syndrome,56 pain,40 chronic
obstructive pulmonary disease (COPD)57 and menopause44 as part of their inclusion
criteria. The remaining nine studies included patients receiving polypharmacy,26, 30, 39, 46, 48
patients prescribed at least one medication,43 patients at risk of medication problems,22
patients at risk of adverse health problems (e.g. had at least one emergency department
visit in the past year, multiple co-morbidities etc.),47 and any general practice patients.37

The pharmacist interventions mainly involved medication review, either face-to-face with
the patient19, 22-26, 28-31, 33-35, 37, 40-43, 45, 47-53, 55, 56 or based on clinic medical records only.27,
32, 38, 39, 46

All studies described some form of collaboration between the pharmacist and

the GP or primary care physician. Interprofessional communication was either verbal
(face-to-face19,

21, 23, 24, 26, 28-30, 35, 37, 39, 41, 42, 45, 47-49, 54-56

or by telephone20,

25, 29, 34, 54

),

written19, 21, 24-29, 32, 34, 38, 40-46, 48, 50, 51, 53, 55, 56 or not specified.22, 31, 36, 52 The pharmacist
intervention resulted in positive outcomes in 19 studies,23-26, 28, 33, 35, 37, 39, 41, 43, 47, 49-51, 53-56
mixed outcomes in six studies,19, 20, 34, 36, 38, 52 and no effect in 13 studies (Table 3.1).21, 23,
27, 29-32, 40, 42, 44-46, 48
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Table 3.1. Characteristics of included studies
Author, Year,
country

Primary care
population

Adler (2004),19
US

≥18 years old
with depression

Avery (2012),37
UK
Bond (2007),38
UK

Patient-directed activities
Med
Education
review





General practices
with electronic
prescribing





Angina &
Hypertension



Borenstein
(2003),20 US

≥18 y.o, capitated
medical
insurance,
uncontrolled
hypertension

Capoccia
(2004),21 US

≥ 18years old
with new episode
of depression,
started on
antidepressant
medication

Adherence
assessment



Health/
lifestyle
advice

Physical
assessment
(e.g. BP)

Communication with GP
Monitor

Prescribe/
adjust/
administer



Face to face

Phone



Written









of MR









Carter (2001),22
US

Patients at high
risk of medication
problems







Carter (2008),23

21 – 85 years old









Primary
Outcome(s)

Effect(s)

Antidepressant
use rates; Severity
of depression
(modified BDI)

Mixed (positive
for antidepressant
use; no effect BDI
score)

Prescribing
appropriateness
indicators

Positive

Prescribing
appropriateness
indicators

Mixed

BP

Mixed (positive in
SBP; no in DBP)

Depression
symptoms
(Hopkins SCL-20
score)

No effect

Patient
satisfaction,
Health care use &
costs, HRQoL;

No effect

BP & % patients

Positive













Varied
between
sites

Varied
between
sites
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Author, Year,
country

Primary care
population

US

with hypertension

Choe (2005),24
US

Type 2 diabetes
and most recent
HbA1C ≥ 8.0%

Deschamps
(2004),44
Canada

Peri- and postmenopausal
female patients,
48-52 years old

Patient-directed activities
Med
Education
review

Adherence
assessment

Health/
lifestyle
advice

Physical
assessment
(e.g. BP)

Communication with GP
Monitor

Prescribe/
adjust/
administer

Face to face

Phone

Written

Primary
Outcome(s)

Effect(s)

at target BP level
















Evans (2010),45
Canada

Cardiovascular
risk (Framingham
Risk Score ≥15%)







Finley (2003),25
US

Depression, newly
starting
antidepressant







Gourley
(1998),36, 57, 59
US

Adults with
hypertension or
COPD
















HbA1c

Positive

Perception of
being informed
about HRT;
decisional
conflict;
satisfaction with
education &
decision made
regarding HRT;
adherence to HRT

No effect

Framingham risk
score

No effect

Adherence to
antidepressant
drug therapy

Positive

Medication
compliance,
health resource
use, satisfaction,
disease
knowledge, QoL,
clinical and
process outcomes
(primary outcome
not specified)

Mixed
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Author, Year,
country

Primary care
population

Granas
(1999),39

Repeat
prescriptions with
≥3 items

UK
Grymonpre
(2001),46
Canada

≥65 years, ≥2
medications

Hammad
(2011),56
Jordan

Metabolic
syndrome

Hanlon
(1996),26

≥65 years, ≥5
medications

Patient-directed activities
Med
Education
review

Adherence
assessment

Health/
lifestyle
advice

Physical
assessment
(e.g. BP)

Communication with GP
Monitor

Prescribe/
adjust/
administer



of MR





Phone

Effect(s)

MRP resolution

Positive



Medication
adherence

No effect



Metabolic
syndrome status

Positive

MAI

Positive

WOMAC index

No effect

SBP

No effect

CDM QOC
measures

Positive

BP

Positive

Targets for
HbA1C (≤7%),
LDL (≤100

No effect

Written



of MR


Face to face

Primary
Outcome(s)





















US
Hay
(2006),

40, 70

UK

≥55 years,
pain/stiffness in
knee

Heisler
(2012),27 US

Diabetes, poor BP
control &
adherence

Hogg (2009),47
Canada

At risk of health
problems

Hunt (2008),28

Hypertension

US
Jacobs
(2012),29 US

Type 2 diabetes;
HbA1C >8%




of MR























































With GP

With GP
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Author, Year,
country

Primary care
population

Patient-directed activities
Med
Education
review

Adherence
assessment

Health/
lifestyle
advice

Jameson
(2001),30 US

≥5 chronic
medicines









Jameson
(2010),30 US

≥18 years old,
diabetes, HbA1C
≥9.0%









Jamieson
(2010),41 UK

Adults, BP
>140/85 and on
treatment









Kirwin
(2010),32

≥18, Diabetes
Mellitus (Type 1
or 2)

US
Lowrie
(2012),42 UK

≥18 years, left
ventricular
systolic
dysfunction

Physical
assessment
(e.g. BP)

Communication with GP
Monitor

Prescribe/
adjust/
administer

approval

approval

Face to face

Written



 (insulin)



?



?

?





of MR











Effect(s)

mg/dL) BP
(≤130/80 mmHg)





Phone

Primary
Outcome(s)





Mourao
(2013),50 Brazil

≥18 yrs, postprandial capillary
glucose ≥180
mg/dL, HbA1C
≥7%











Neto (2011),51
Brazil

≥60 years,
diabetes and/or
hypertension
diagnosis & on











Medical & drug
costs

No effect

HbA1C

No effect

BP

Positive

Rate of HbA1C
testing

No effect

Composite of
death from any
cause or hospital
admission for
worsening heart
failure

No effect

HbA1C

Positive

Framingham risk
score

Positive
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Author, Year,
country

Primary care
population

Patient-directed activities
Med
Education
review

Adherence
assessment

Health/
lifestyle
advice

Communication with GP

Physical
assessment
(e.g. BP)

Monitor

?



Prescribe/
adjust/
administer

Face to face

Phone

Written

Primary
Outcome(s)

Effect(s)

SBP & DBP

Positive

BP, HbA1C,
Total cholesterol

Mixed (positive
for BP and
HbA1C but not
cholesterol)

HbA1c

Positive

Number of daily
doses

No effect

BP

Positive

BP

Positive

% patients at
LDL cholesterol
target level

Positive

BP

Positive

therapy
Okamoto
(2001),33 US

≥18 years old,
essential
hypertension

Rothman
(2005),34

Type 2 diabetes

US
Scott (2006),35
US

≥18 years old,
Type 2 diabetes

Sellors
(2003),48
Canada

≥ 65 years, ≥ 5
medications

Simpson
(2011),49
Canada

Type 2 diabetes

Sookaneknum
(2004),53
Thailand

≥18 years old,
primary
hypertension

Tahaineh
(2011),55
Jordan

≥18 years,
dyslipidaemia

Tobari
(2010),54 Japan

40 – 79 years,
SBP 140-179
mmHg or DBP
90-109 mmHg or
on
















(vaccine)
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Author, Year,
country

Primary care
population

Patient-directed activities
Med
Education
review

Adherence
assessment

Health/
lifestyle
advice

Physical
assessment
(e.g. BP)

Communication with GP
Monitor

Prescribe/
adjust/
administer

Face to face

Phone

Written

Primary
Outcome(s)

Effect(s)

Lipid profile
(total cholesterol,
LDL, HDL, TGs)

Mixed (positive
for all except
HDL)

Number of
changes to repeat
prescriptions over
12 months

Positive

antihypertensive
Villa (2009),52
Chile

≥18 years old,
dyslipidaemia

Zermansky
(2001),43 UK

≥65 years old, ≥1
prescription,
living in
community















BP = blood pressure; CDM QOC = chronic disease management quality of care; GP = general practitioner; HbA1C = glycosylated haemoglobin; HF = heart failure; LDL = low density lipoprotein; MAI =
Medicines Appropriateness Index; MR = Medical record only; MRP = medication-related problem; SBP = systolic blood pressure; WOMAC = Western Ontario & McMaster Universities Arthritis Index
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3.6.3 Methodological Quality of Studies
The quality assessment of studies is summarised in Table 3.2. Thirty-three studies had
appropriate randomisation processes described, with the remaining five studies not
explicitly stating the method of sequence generation used. Half of the studies did not
clearly describe the methods used to conceal allocation of patients into groups and two
studies did not use appropriate methods for allocation concealment (it appeared that
patients were randomised before recruitment).29,

58

Adequate blinding of outcome

assessment was explicitly described in only 15 studies, with the remaining studies either
failing to mention blinding or using the intervention pharmacist also to collect outcome
data. Most studies (n =35) used intention to treat analysis for outcome assessment and/or
explicitly reported attrition and exclusions. The remaining studies failed to adequately
describe loss to follow up, or had differential attrition rates across groups. Almost all
studies reported on outcomes as per their intended study protocol; however, one study
also included extensive post-hoc analyses59 and another may have selectively reported on
additional post hoc measures.22
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Table 3.2. Quality assessment of included studies
Reference

Sequence
generation
adequate

Allocation
concealment
adequate

Blinding of outcome
assessment adequate

Incomplete outcome
data addressed

Free from selective
outcome reporting

Total ‘Yes’
(out of 5)

Adler (2004)19

Yes

Yes

Yes

No

Yes

4

Avery (201237

Yes

Yes

No

Yes

Yes

4

Bond (2007)38

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

5

Borenstein (2003)20

Yes

No

No

Yes

Yes

3

Capoccia (2004)21

Yes

Unclear

Unclear

Yes

Yes

3

Carter (2001)22, 58

Yes

No

Unclear

Yes

Unclear

2

Carter (2008)23

Yes

Unclear

Unclear

Yes

Yes

3

Choe (2005)24

Unclear

Unclear

Yes

Yes

Yes

3

Deschamps (2004)44

Unclear

Unclear

Unclear

Yes

Yes

2

Evans (2010)45

Yes

Yes

No

Yes

Yes

4

Finley (2003)25

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

5

Gourley (1998)36, 57, 59

Yes

Unclear

No

Yes

No

2

Granas (1999)39

Yes

Yes

Unclear

Yes

Yes

4

Grymonpre (2001)46

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

5

Hammad (2011)56

Yes

Yes

No

Yes

Yes

4
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Reference

Sequence
generation
adequate

Allocation
concealment
adequate

Blinding of outcome
assessment adequate

Incomplete outcome
data addressed

Free from selective
outcome reporting

Total ‘Yes’
(out of 5)

Hanlon (1996)26

Yes

Unclear

Yes

Yes

Yes

4

Hay (2006)40

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

5

Heisler (2012)27

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

5

Hogg (2009)47

Yes

Yes

No

Yes

Yes

4

Hunt (2008)28

Yes

Unclear

Yes

Yes

Yes

4

Jacobs (2012)29

Yes

No

Unclear

Yes

Yes

3

Jameson (2001)30

Yes

Unclear

Unclear

No

Yes

2

Jameson (2010)31

Yes

Unclear

No

Yes

Yes

3

Jamieson (2010)41

Yes

Yes

No

Yes

Yes

4

Kirwin (2010)32

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

5

Lowrie (2012)42

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

5

Mourao (2013)50

Yes

Unclear

Unclear

Yes

Yes

3

Neto (2011)51

Yes

Unclear

Yes

Yes

Yes

4

Okamoto (2001)33

Unclear

Unclear

No

Yes

Yes

2

Rothman (2005)34

Yes

Yes

No

Yes

Yes

4

Scott (2006)35

Yes

No

No

Yes

Yes

3

Sellors (2003)48

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

5
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Reference

Sequence
generation
adequate

Allocation
concealment
adequate

Blinding of outcome
assessment adequate

Incomplete outcome
data addressed

Free from selective
outcome reporting

Total ‘Yes’
(out of 5)

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

5

Unclear

Unclear

No

Yes

Yes

2

Tahaineh (2011)55

Yes

Yes

No

Yes

Yes

4

Tobari (2010)54

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

5

Unclear

Unclear

No

Unclear

Yes

1

Yes

Unclear

No

Yes

Yes

3

Simpson (2011)49
Sookaneknum (2004)53

Villa (2009)52
Zermansky (2001)

Yes = low risk of bias; No = high risk of bias; Unclear = not explicitly/sufficiently described in paper to reach a conclusion and unable to verify with author
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3.6.4 Meta-analysis
Meta-analysis was performed on eleven trials that reported blood pressure (BP) as an
outcome measure,20,

23, 28, 29, 33, 34, 41, 49, 53, 54, 56

five trials that reported glycosylated

haemoglobin (HbA1C),24, 29, 34, 35, 50 three studies that reported cholesterol

29, 34, 52

and two

studies that reported 10-year Framingham risk score as an outcome measure.45, 51 Three
studies that measured these endpoints were excluded as suitable data were not available
for extraction.27, 31, 55

Statistical heterogeneity across the studies assessing BP was moderate (I2 = 37.5%). All
eleven studies reported data on systolic BP (SBP), while ten also reported diastolic BP
(DBP). The results of the meta-analysis favoured the pharmacist intervention, revealing a
significant reduction in both SBP and DBP in intervention patients (Figure 3.2a). The
mean difference between intervention and control groups in SBP was -5.72 mmHg (95%
CI, -7.05 to -4.39, p<0.001) and DBP was -3.47 mmHg (95% CI, -4.35 to -2.58,
p<0.001).

Statistical heterogeneity was low across the studies assessing HbA1C (I2 = 0%). The
results of the meta-analysis favoured the pharmacist intervention, with significant
reductions in HbA1C (Figure 3.2b). The mean difference between groups was -0.88%
(95% CI, -1.15 to -0.62, p<0.001).

Statistical heterogeneity was considerable across the studies assessing LDL-cholesterol (I2
= 77.38%) and total cholesterol (I2 = 53.93%). The results of the meta-analysis favoured
the pharmacist intervention, with significant reductions in LDL-cholesterol by 18.72
mg/dL (95% CI, -34.10 to -3.36, p<0.017) and total cholesterol by 32.00 mg/dL (95% CI,
-54.86 to -9.14, p<0.006) between groups (Figure 3.2c).
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Of the two studies assessing 10-year Framingham risk score reduction, heterogeneity was
moderate (I2 = 40.5%). Pharmacist intervention resulted in a statistically significant
reduction in 10-year Framingham risk score of -1.83% (95% CI, -3.66 to 0.00) between
groups (Figure 3.2d).
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Figure 3.3a to d. Forest plots of studies
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Most studies (25/38) reported positive effects on at least one primary outcome measure.
Positive effects were more often seen in studies that involved a pharmacist delivering a
multifaceted intervention in conjunction with follow-up of patients, rather than delivering
medication reviews, education or drug information in isolation. When pharmacists
provided only medication management reviews with written or no communication with
the patient’s primary care physician, a positive effect was less likely to be observed.
Positive effects were seen when medication review was combined with interprofessional
face-to-face verbal communication. Studies that incorporated additional pharmacist
interventions such as adherence assessment, health and lifestyle advice, medication
initiation or adjustment, and monitoring, in conjunction with verbal communication
(telephone or face-to-face) with the GP were also more likely to demonstrate improved
outcomes. The importance of verbal inter-professional communication, especially the
opportunity for bidirectional, face-to-face communication, has been recognised
previously.60 One study29 that used multiple pharmacist interventions and all forms of
interprofessional communication resulted in significant improvements in BP, HbA1C and
LDL cholesterol, but failed to achieve pre-defined targets for these parameters.

Studies included in this review showed that pharmacist services provided in general
practice clinics can improve management of chronic conditions such as cardiovascular
disease and diabetes. This is evidenced by improved BP, HbA1C and cholesterol levels
and attainment of health goals more often in the intervention groups compared with usual
care. Our meta-analyses found improvements to cardiovascular parameters in favour of
the intervention group, including a mean difference in SBP reduction of 5.72 mmHg
between intervention and control groups. Although modest, a reduction of this magnitude
equates to a decrease in the risk of cardiovascular events by 20% over five years.61 Meta-
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analysis also revealed a 0.88% reduction in HbA1C in favour of the intervention group. A
decrease of this magnitude is associated with a relative risk reduction of 25% for
microvascular endpoints.62 Pharmacist interventions in general practice clinics were also
shown to improve the quality of prescribing and medication appropriateness. This was
evidenced in positive effects on outcomes such as medication adherence, resolution of
medication-related problems and indicators of quality of care. Pharmacist interventions
tended to have limited or no effect on outcomes related to symptoms, quality of life,
patient satisfaction and medical costs.

Our review differs from previous systematic reviews and meta-analyses in that they
tended to focus on specific interventions or outcomes,13, 63-66 or delivery of pharmacist
interventions across a range of settings, whereas ours focussed on pharmacists co-located
with GPs and explored a broader range of pharmacist roles and outcomes, taking into
account the generalist nature of the clinical pharmacist as a healthcare provider in primary
care. This allowed for a broader assessment of the pharmacists’ role in general practice,
however heterogeneity in the nature of the interventions delivered (roles, format, duration
and frequency of follow up of patients) and outcomes measured, made it difficult to
compare studies and perform meta-analyses for all outcome measures. This was
particularly evident in the various outcome measures for medication appropriateness,
adherence and satisfaction. Standardisation of outcome measures, as has been suggested
in previous systematic reviews,2 could assist in the comparison of interventions across
multiple studies.

This systematic review and meta-analyses has some limitations. Although broad search
strategies and manual checking of reference lists were undertaken to ensure all relevant
studies were included, unpublished studies and studies published in languages other than
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English were not sought. Additionally, there were limitations to the studies included in
this review. Several studies were conducted in single clinics or multiple clinics that were
part of one organisation or healthcare group, and interventions were often delivered by a
single pharmacist or specially trained pharmacist, limiting their external validity.
Contamination of participants and Hawthorne effect could also not be ruled out.
Pharmacists may have had existing relationships with the health professionals at these
sites, thus influencing the ease of integration and acceptance of the pharmacist’s role.
Therefore the results of these studies may not be easily inferred in other settings. The
outcomes assessed in these studies tended to be surrogate endpoints (e.g. BP) rather than
direct endpoints of morbidity or mortality. Only one study42 assessed death and
hospitalisation as primary outcomes, on which the pharmacist intervention had no effect.
Further research in this area is needed, using outcome measures such as hospitalisation
and mortality to confirm beneficial outcomes for patients and practitioners, as well as
cost-effectiveness.11, 13

Additionally, our review found a lack of rigour in methodological quality of some
included studies and difficulty comparing studies due to heterogeneity. These limitations
have also been identified by other reviews.2, 11, 15 Adequately powered multi-centre trials
that use cluster randomisation, with sufficient follow up, blinding of outcome assessment
and objective outcome measures to enhance the validity of the data are warranted.
Additionally, explicit reporting of quality criteria, especially allocation concealment, is
needed to ensure that studies produce evidence of high quality and reliability.

The positive impact of pharmacist co-location within general practice clinics identified in
this review has implications for practitioners and policy makers regarding the structure
and dynamics of the primary healthcare workforce. Interdisciplinary medication
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management services within general practice clinics, especially for patients with
cardiovascular disease and diabetes, would be valuable. Positive experiences from new
models of collaborative practice in primary care involving pharmacists also support such
services.67, 68 However, more support in terms of infrastructure, integration into the
healthcare team, and sustainable funding models are critical for the adoption of
pharmacists into general practice teams more widely.69

3.7 Conclusion
Pharmacists co-located in primary care general practice clinics delivered a variety of
interventions, with favourable results seen in the management of cardiovascular disease,
diabetes and some measures of quality use of medicines. Interventions were most
effective when they were multifaceted and involved interprofessional collaboration with
face-to-face communication. Co-location of pharmacists within general practice clinics
may be an effective approach for delivery of patient-centered interdisciplinary medication
management services.
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3.8 Summary (Chapters 2 and 3)
In summary, the general literature review in Chapter 2 and the systematic review and
meta-analysis reported in this chapter have shown that the role of a practice pharmacist is
acceptable to stakeholders and that it can be effective in improving patient outcomes. As
most of the studies were conducted outside of Australia, such a role warrants further
exploration within the Australian context.
Increasingly, both in Australia and overseas, there is recognition of the need to strengthen
and improve the delivery of primary health care in order to manage increasing demands
on the health system. Adverse drug events are a serious concern in primary care
worldwide, and the implementation of strategies to improve QUM are needed. Current
strategies, including pharmacist-led medication reviews, have shown mixed results
especially when undertaken in isolation, highlighting the need for greater collaboration
between health professionals, especially GPs and pharmacists.
The use of multidisciplinary, team-based care may improve the quality of service delivery
in primary care, and various factors can influence the success of team effectiveness and
adoptability of new services in this setting. Various models exist for the integration of
pharmacists into primary care teams, including co-location within general practice clinics.
Pharmacists can be valuable members of the co-located PHCT, with evidence from
overseas and Australia highlighting the potential for this role. The international literature
highlights the various barriers and facilitators that need to be considered when
implementing pharmacist services into general practice, including potential funding
models. The systematic review, in particular, found that multi-faceted interventions
coupled with face-to-face interprofessional communication, led to positive effects on
outcomes. The results of the meta-analyses also favoured pharmacist intervention, with
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significant improvements in blood pressure, glycosylated haemoglobin, cholesterol and
Framingham risk score in intervention patients compared to control patients. These
findings highlight the beneficial effect practice pharmacists can have in providing
medicines management services to general practice patients with chronic disease.
This literature review has also identified several gaps in the knowledge regarding a
practice pharmacist role in Australian general practices. The main gaps include:
•

Limited research exploring stakeholder opinions about the potential for pharmacist
integration into general practice;

•

Limited research exploring the effectiveness of multifaceted pharmacist roles in
general practice and the effect of this role on clinical and humanistic outcomes;

•

No research exploring stakeholders’ first-hand experiences with a practice
pharmacist, from the perspectives of the consumer, practice staff and practice
pharmacist; and

•

A lack of a defined practice pharmacist role and model of service delivery within
Australian primary care.

The research undertaken in this thesis was thus conducted to address the above
knowledge gaps to improve the quality and safe use of medicines by both patients and
practice staff.
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Chapter 4. Stakeholder consultation
4.1 Introduction
The findings reported in Chapters 2 and 3 highlight the potential benefits of the
pharmacist’s role in general practice, especially in chronic disease and medicines
management. In Australia, the role of the practice pharmacist is still uncommon, and it is
unknown how local stakeholders perceive this service.
Thus this chapter describes a study that explored the views of Australian GPs and
pharmacists on pharmacist integration into general practice clinics.
The key objectives of this study were to:
•

Explore the current relationship between GPs and pharmacists;

•

Identify potential roles for a pharmacist working in general practice;

•

Determine the perceived advantages and disadvantages of integration; and

•

Elucidate the barriers to and facilitators of integration.

A qualitative study using semi-structured, individual interviews with GPs and pharmacists
was conducted to investigate the feasibility, acceptability and appropriateness of this
potential new health service.
A manuscript, detailing the findings from this qualitative study, has been published in the
International Journal of Pharmacy Practice and is reproduced below.
Note: This work was approved by the Monash University Human Research Ethics
Committee (Appendix 1), and copies of the participant recruitment material, explanatory
statement and consent form are provided in Appendix 2.
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4.2 Publication
Tan E, Stewart K, Elliott RA, George J. Integration of pharmacists into general practice in
Australia: the views of general practitioners and pharmacists. Int J Pharm Pract. 2013
Published Online First: 11 June 2013. doi: 10.1111/ijpp.12047
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Chapter 5. The Pharmacists in Practice Study
(PIPS): Study protocol
5.1 Introduction
Findings presented in Chapters 3 and 4 demonstrated that the delivery of health services
by a practice pharmacist co-located in general practice clinics can be effective in
improving patient health outcomes, and that this potential model of clinical pharmacy
service delivery is well accepted by Australian stakeholders. These chapters also
highlighted the various roles pharmacists can have in this setting, the challenges and
enablers to the implementation of such services, and the need to trial these services in a
local (Australian) environment.
These results helped guide the development of a multi-faceted practice pharmacist role in
Australian primary care practices. This role was trialled as part of a prospective, beforeafter intervention study, which also included a concurrent qualitative evaluation.
This study, known as the PIPS (Pharmacists in Practice Study), aimed to investigate the
effectiveness and feasibility of a practice pharmacist role in the Australian setting.
The key objectives of this study were to:
•

Implement the practice pharmacist intervention to improve quality use of
medicines by patients and staff;

•

Evaluate the effectiveness of the intervention on medication-related problems;
medication adherence; quality of prescribing and adherence to clinical guidelines;
satisfaction; and general health and health service use; and
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•

Explore stakeholder experiences with practice pharmacist services, including
perceived feasibility and acceptability.

The protocol for this study has been published in BMC Health Services Research and is
reproduced below. The appendices also provide copies of the ethics approval (Appendix
3); grant award (Appendix 4); participant explanatory statement, consent form and
recruitment materials (Appendix 5); the patient questionnaires (Appendix 6), additional
promotional material (Appendix 7) and pharmacist service record forms (Appendix 8).
Detailed findings from the study are presented in Chapters 6 to 9.

5.2 Publication
Tan E, Stewart K, Elliott RA, George J. An exploration of the role of pharmacists within
general practice clinics: the protocol for the Pharmacists in Practice Study (PIPS). BMC:
Health Services Research 2012;12(1):246.
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Chapter 6. The Pharmacists in Practice Study
(PIPS): Summary of Findings
6.1 Introduction
Having described the study protocol for the PIPS in the previous chapter, this chapter
provides an overview of the key findings from the PIPS. More detailed results for specific
roles can be found in Chapters 7 to 9.
A manuscript providing a commentary and overall findings from the PIPS is in
preparation for submission to the Australian Family Physician as a “professional article”,
and is reproduced below.
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6.2 Title
Integrating pharmacists into Australian general practice

6.3 Abstract
Pharmacists in some countries have integrated into general practices, providing a range of
clinical services to improve quality use of medicines. International research has provided
evidence that supports the integration of pharmacists into primary care clinics. Although
practice pharmacists are rare in Australia, local evidence is beginning to emerge. The
Pharmacists in Practice Study was a prospective, before-after study conducted at two
general practice clinics in Melbourne over six months, to evaluate the role of practice
pharmacists. Pharmacists provided medication review, medicines information, education,
and quality improvement services. These resulted in significant reductions in medicationrelated problems, medication non-adherence, and under-prescribing of osteoporosis
medicines. Qualitative evaluation of staff and patient experiences revealed they were
positive about the practice pharmacist services. The feasibility and value of integrating
pharmacists into Australian general practice clinics to optimise medication use was
highlighted.
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6.4 Background
Pharmacists overseas often work in general practice clinics to provide clinical services.1
Practice pharmacists have a variety of roles aimed at optimising medicines use by patients
and staff (see Box 6.1).2, 3 International evidence reveals that practice pharmacist services
can improve medicines use and health outcomes, and reduce health service utilisation and
costs.1, 4, 5 Given that medication-related problems (MRPs) continue to be of concern in
Australia,6 and quality use of medicines (QUM) has been identified as an important
quality indicator in general practice,7 the integration of pharmacists into Australian
general practice warrants further investigation. In Australia, the presence of pharmacists
within general practice is uncommon, although their potential role has been suggested8
and there is growing support for this role.9

6.5 Evidence supporting the integration of pharmacists
into the Australian general practice team
Recent Australian research has shown that practice pharmacists can improve the nature
and timeliness of medication reviews and reports.10, 11 The concept of pharmacist
integration is well accepted by stakeholders; however, various barriers and facilitators
need to be considered before implementing services.12, 13 There is limited research
evaluating the practice pharmacist’s roles and stakeholders’ experiences with these
services in Australia.
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Box 6.1. The roles of practice pharmacists overseas
Patient-level activities:
•

patient education and counselling;

•

medication reviews;

•

assessing and optimising medication adherence;

•

therapeutic drug monitoring;

•

adverse drug event monitoring;

•

ordering and interpreting laboratory tests;

•

involvement in disease management clinics; and

•

prescribing (independent, dependent or collaborative).

Health provider and practice-level activities:
•

providing medicines information and education sessions to health professionals;

•

managing and developing formularies, drug budgets and practice information
systems;

•

conducting practice-based quality use of medicines research;

•

undertaking quality improvement activities and clinical audits;

•

participating in medicines-related committees;

•

liaising with other primary healthcare professionals including community
pharmacists; and

•

liaising with the secondary, tertiary and aged care sectors about medicines-related
issues.
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6.5.1 The Pharmacists in Practice Study
The Pharmacists in Practice Study [PIPS] was a prospective, before-after study
undertaken at two general practice clinics in Melbourne, Australia.14 The intervention
comprised a multi-faceted, collaborative clinical pharmacy service targeting patients and
practice staff. A pharmacist was co-located in each clinic for at least eight hours per week
for six months (December 2011 and to July 2012).

The practice pharmacists provided the following services:

Long patient consultations (LPCs) (medicines review)
Eligible clinic patients (see Box 6.2) were referred by their GP for a pharmacist
consultation.15 Consultations were undertaken in a private consulting room at the
clinic or in the patient’s home, lasting approximately 30 to 60 minutes. The
pharmacist reviewed the patient’s medicines and adherence, with full access to
their medical record, provided patient education, and produced a report for the GP.
Discussion between the GP and pharmacist occurred, if needed.

Short patient consultations (SPCs)
Patients were referred or could self-refer for a short consultation with the
pharmacist in the clinic. These involved a brief medicines review or patient
education, and lasted approximately 15 to 30 minutes.
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Medicines information and education sessions
The pharmacist was available to answer medicines information queries from staff,
and also held staff education sessions and prepared a weekly medicine information
newsletter.

Quality improvement
A drug use evaluation (DUE) program focussing on osteoporosis management16
was undertaken based on national clinical guidelines.17 An intervention was
implemented comprising prescriber feedback and education, individual caseconferences with prescribers, and patient education mail-outs.

Box 6.2. Eligibility criteria for long patient consultations (LPCs)
Meeting one or more of the following:
•

using five or more medicines;

•

using one or more medicines that require therapeutic drug monitoring (e.g.
warfarin, phenytoin, lithium);

•

using medicines for three or more medical problems;

•

having had a recent unplanned hospital admission/emergency department visit; or

•

having other risks for medication misadventure (e.g. adherence issues, language
barriers, multiple prescribers).

6.5.2 Evaluation of the PIPS
The PIPS was evaluated using quantitative and qualitative methods to assess the
feasibility, effectiveness and acceptability of practice pharmacist services. The primary
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outcome for the long consultations (medicines review) was the number of MRPs
identified by the pharmacist, and the number that remained unresolved six months after
the pharmacist consultation. Secondary outcomes included medication adherence
(Morisky scale and Tool for Adherence Behaviour Screening [TABS]),18, 19 health service
use, and patient satisfaction.20

The primary outcome for the DUE program was the change in proportion of patients with
a diagnosis of osteoporosis who were appropriately prescribed an anti-osteoporosis
medicine (i.e. those without contraindications to anti-osteoporosis medicines). Use of
calcium and vitamin D supplements were secondary outcome measures.

Feedback and experiences with the pharmacist services were explored using semistructured telephone interviews with patients, focus groups with practice staff, and semistructured interviews with and periodic narrative reports from practice pharmacists.21

Long patient consultations (medicines review)
Eighty-two patients were referred to the practice pharmacists for a medicines review. The
median number of MRPs per patient identified by the pharmacist was 2 (interquartile
range [IQR] 1, 4). Six months after review, this fell to 0 (IQR 0, 1), p<0.001. The
proportion of patients who were adherent to their medications improved significantly,
according to both the Morisky (44.1% versus 62.7%, p=0.023) and the TABS (35.6%
versus 57.6%, p=0.019) scales. There was no significant effect on health service use.
Patients were highly satisfied with their pharmacist consultations.15
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Short patient consultations
Twenty-five short patient consultations were undertaken, many of which addressed
patient medicine education (48.0%) and provided up-to-date medication profiles (32.0%).

Drug information and education sessions
The pharmacists documented 12 drug information queries and delivered four education
sessions during the intervention period. Topics included new medicines and medication
management issues, illustrated with the use of case studies.

Quality improvement
A total of 225 patients had a documented diagnosis of osteoporosis at the time of the
baseline audit, and 240 at the post-intervention audit 12 months later. The proportion of
patients without documented contraindications to all osteoporosis therapies who were
prescribed an anti-osteoporosis medicine increased significantly (134/225 [58.7%] vs.
168/240 [70.0%], p=0.002). The proportion of patients for whom vitamin D and/or
calcium supplement use was documented also increased significantly (145/225 [64.4%]
vs. 205/240 [85.4%], p=0.002).16

Feedback
Thirty-four participants (18 patients, 14 practice staff [9 GPs, 4 practice nurses, 1 practice
manager], and two practice pharmacists) participated in the qualitative study. Five main
themes emerged: environment; professional relationships and integration; pharmacist
attributes; staff and patient benefits; and logistical challenges. Participants reported that
co-location and the interdisciplinary environment of general practice enabled better
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communication and collaboration compared to traditional pharmacy services. Participants
felt that pharmacists needed to possess certain attributes to ensure successful integration,
including being personable and proactive. The pharmacist services were felt to result in
clinical benefits for patients and improved QUM practices by staff, with medication
reviews being the most well received role. Attitudinal, professional and logistical barriers
were identified but were able to be overcome with planning and dialogue.21

6.6 Implications
The PIPS trialled clinical services delivered by pharmacists co-located in general practice
clinics. Pharmacist consultations with patients resulted in resolution of MRPs and
improved medication adherence. The DUE program improved prescribing for
osteoporosis. The pharmacist’s role was well accepted by patients, staff and pharmacists.
Overall, the results of this study support the benefits and feasibility of practice
pharmacists in the Australian health system, and may help inform local policy and debate
on this topic.

6.6.1 Comparison with other studies
The positive effect of practice pharmacist consultations on MRPs, adherence and
satisfaction are consistent with previous overseas studies;1, 4, 22 however, few studies have
assessed a multifaceted practice pharmacist role targeting a diverse range of patients as
we did in our study.4, 5 The study included both long and short patient consultations,
education services and a quality improvement component, utilising the diverse skill set of
pharmacists and their role in QUM. The qualitative analysis of stakeholder experiences
produced findings similar to those from other studies.23-25 A range of clinical and
humanistic benefits from the pharmacist services were demonstrated, complementing
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previous Australian research that evaluated process outcomes such as efficiency of
completing the home medicines review (HMR) process.10

6.6.2 Strengths and limitations
Although it was a small study, it was sufficiently powered for detection of changes in the
primary outcomes. A before-after study design was used, and therefore we cannot be
certain that improvements were the result of the intervention alone. The small number of
clinics and potential selection bias means that larger multicentre studies are needed for
better generalisability. Outcome assessment was not blinded and this may have
introduced observation and detection bias.

6.7 The way forward
The findings of this study show that practice pharmacist services are feasible and
acceptable to clinic staff and patients in Australia; however, the results should be
confirmed in a larger, cluster-randomised controlled multi-centre trial with a longer
follow-up period. Appropriate business models for pharmacist services in general practice
should also be explored and their sustainability and cost-effectiveness should be assessed.
Training and credentialing programs for pharmacists wishing to undertake advanced
clinical roles in general practice should also be developed. Recommendations for
integrating pharmacists into Australian general practice are summarised in Box 6.3.

The integration of pharmacists into Australian general practice clinics is feasible and
beneficial for improving QUM. Efforts should be directed to establishing the long-term
clinical benefits and cost-effectiveness of clinical services provided by co-located
pharmacists.
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Box 6.3. Recommendations for integrating pharmacists into general practice
The following key elements are needed to ensure successful integration:
•

strong leadership and commitment, especially from practice managers and senior
GPs, including shared goals of providing optimal patient care;

•

a well-defined scope of practice for the pharmacist that is communicated to all
practice staff and local community pharmacists;

•

a variety of roles for the practice pharmacist focusing on quality use of medicines,
including medication review, medicines education/information, and quality
improvement activities such as drug use evaluation; and

•

a career structure and funding model for practice pharmacists.

6.8 Summary
•

Practice pharmacist services can improve the quality of medicine prescribing and
use in general practice

•

Practice pharmacists can have a variety of roles in general practice

•

Integration is facilitated by co-location, communication and positive pharmacist
characteristics
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Chapter 7. The Pharmacists in Practice Study
(PIPS): Long Patient Consultations (LPCs)
7.1 Introduction
This chapter describes in more detail the results of the Long Patient Consultations (LPCs)
provided to patients by the practice pharmacists. This particular role was one of the
pharmacist’s main duties in the clinics, and hence was subjected to more thorough
evaluation.
The key objectives of this study were to:
•

Develop and implement pharmacist consultations, involving a comprehensive
medication review, for general practice patients;

•

Determine the prevalence, types and risk of medication-related problems (MRPs)
identified by the pharmacists, and the recommendations made by pharmacists to
resolve issues; and

•

Evaluate the effect of the pharmacist consultations on patient MRPs, medication
adherence, health service utilisation and satisfaction.

A manuscript has been accepted for publication in Research in Social and Administrative
Pharmacy and is reproduced below.

7.2 Publication
Tan ECK, Stewart K, Elliott RA, George J. Pharmacist consultations in general practice
clinics: The Pharmacists in Practice Study (PIPS). Res Social Adm Pharm. Published
Online First: 4 October 2013. doi:10.1016/j.sapharm.2013.08.005.
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Chapter 8. The Pharmacists in Practice Study
(PIPS): Drug Use Evaluation (DUE)
8.1 Introduction
As discussed in Chapter 2, Drug Use Evaluation (DUE) can be an effective strategy for
improving quality use of medicines in health organisations, especially with regards to
appropriate prescribing practices. Although DUE is commonly conducted in hospital and
aged care settings, there are limited Australian studies of DUE in general practice clinics.
This chapter provides a detailed description of the DUE program implemented at the
study sites. A pharmacist-led DUE program, designed to improve adherence to clinical
guidelines for osteoporosis management, was undertaken.
The key objectives of this study were to:
•

Design and implement a DUE program in two general practice clinics and

•

Develop and evaluate a multifaceted strategy to improve the management of
patients with osteoporosis.

A manuscript has been submitted for publication to Osteoporosis International and is
currently under review. The manuscript is reproduced below.
A copy of the data collection form is provided in Appendix 9. Examples of strategies
targeting patients and staff can be found in Appendix 10.
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8.2 Abstract
Purpose
To evaluate the impact of a drug use evaluation (DUE) program on osteoporosis
management in general practice.

Methods
A DUE program, led by pharmacists integrated into two general practice clinics in
Melbourne, Australia, was undertaken as part of the Pharmacists in Practice Study. Data
on use of anti-osteoporosis medicines and calcium and vitamin D supplements were
collected at baseline and 12 months. Following the baseline audit, an intervention
comprising prescriber feedback, group education and individual case-conferences with
prescribers, and patient education mail-outs was implemented. The primary outcome was
the proportion of patients with a diagnosis of osteoporosis and without contraindications
to anti-osteoporosis medicines who were prescribed an anti-osteoporosis medicine.
Feedback from practice staff and pharmacists was explored qualitatively to evaluate
acceptability of the program.

Results
The proportion of patients without documented contraindications to osteoporosis
therapies who were prescribed an anti-osteoporosis medicine increased significantly
(134/227 [59.0%] vs. 168/240 [70.0%], p=0.002). The proportion of patients for whom
vitamin D and/or calcium supplement use was documented also increased significantly
(145/227 [63.9%] vs. 205/240 [85.4%], p=0.002). Practice staff and pharmacists were
generally positive about the DUE program.
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Conclusions
A practice pharmacist-led DUE program improved the management of osteoporosis in
general practice.

8.3 Mini Abstract
Osteoporosis is often undertreated. A pharmacist-led intervention involving drug use
evaluation, case-conferencing and prescriber and patient education significantly improved
prescribing of anti-osteoporosis medicines and supplements. This collaborative approach
can improve the management of patients with osteoporosis in primary care.

8.4 Introduction
Osteoporosis is a major health burden.1 Although a range of effective drug therapies is
available,2, 3 osteoporosis remains undertreated,4-6 with less than 30% of women with a
postmenopausal fracture7, 8 and less than 10% of men with osteoporosis receiving antiosteoporosis medications and/or calcium and vitamin D supplements when these are
indicated.9, 10
Various strategies may be used to improve prescribing, including the implementation of
quality assurance activities that include audit and feedback, such as drug use evaluation
(DUE).11, 12 DUE is a systematic, criteria-based evaluation of medicines use within a
health organisation that aims to ensure that medicines are used appropriately.13, 14 It is a
cyclical, iterative process that consists of two phases: an investigative phase which
involves an audit to measure and define drug use, identify drug use problems and measure
the impact of interventions; and an interventional phase which involves reviewing audit
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results, problem solving, consensus building and implementing strategies to improve drug
use.15
DUE requires a multidisciplinary approach, usually involving physicians and pharmacists
and sometimes other health professionals.14 DUE has traditionally been conducted in
hospital settings, but can be applied to any practice setting. It can be used to evaluate the
use of a specific drug or therapeutic class or management of a disease state or condition.14
Previous audits of osteoporosis management in primary care have been conducted in
nursing homes and aged care facilities and generally did not include an intervention
phase.16, 17
Strategies directed at both physicians and patients may be used to improve osteoporosis
therapy in primary care.18 Pharmacist-led interventions have been shown to be useful in
improving compliance with osteoporosis guidelines.19 These services were mainly
delivered from community pharmacies; however, there is some evidence that pharmacist
interventions based in primary care medical clinics may be effective.20
In primary care, osteoporosis management, particularly the use of pharmacotherapy and
supplements, may be a target for a DUE program, to improve concordance between
patient management and clinical guidelines. To date, there have been no studies exploring
the impact of DUE on osteoporosis in primary care clinics, nor the delivery of such
programs by pharmacists based in this setting.
As part of the Pharmacists in Practice Study (PIPS), which was designed to evaluate the
role of pharmacists based in primary care clinics in Australia,21 a DUE program targeting
osteoporosis was implemented. This paper describes the methodology and outcomes of
the DUE program – the aim of which was to improve management of osteoporosis in
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general practice, particularly prescribing of anti-osteoporosis medications and use of
supplements.

8.5 Methods
Two primary care (general practice) clinics in Melbourne, Australia were recruited; one
private practice and one community health centre, both serving approximately 3000
clients with interdisciplinary practice teams consisting of general practitioners, nursing
staff and allied health professionals. The osteoporosis DUE program was led by two
practice-based pharmacists who worked in the clinics for eight hours per week over a six
month period (January 2012 to July 2012).21 As part of the PIPS the pharmacists also
provided medicines reviews for individual patients, on referral from general practitioners
(GPs), and medicines information and education sessions for practice staff – these
services were broad in scope and did not focus on osteoporosis management.

8.5.1 DUE Program
The DUE program involved the following steps, as recommended by the World Health
Organisation13:

1. Establishing responsibility
The decision to target osteoporosis was made in collaboration with the GPs, pharmacists
and other practice staff at each site, and was based on the fact that osteoporosis is undertreated in Australia,4, 7, 9, 22 and has been nominated by the Australian Government as a
National Health Priority Area.23 The research team worked with practice staff to develop
the DUE program including audit criteria, data collection methods and analysis. The
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practice pharmacist at each site was given shared responsibility for implementing,
monitoring and supervising the DUE program at their clinic.

2. Developing the scope of activities and defining the objectives
Patients aged 50 years or older with an established osteoporosis diagnosis recorded in
their medical record were included. The focus was on anti-osteoporosis medicine
prescriptions and documentation of vitamin D and calcium supplement use in patient
records.

3. Establishing criteria for review of the medicine
Outcome measures for the audit were based on current Australian clinical guidelines for
osteoporosis management.24 The primary outcome of interest was the proportion of
patients diagnosed with osteoporosis who did not have a contraindication to all classes of
osteoporosis medicines and who were prescribed an anti-osteoporosis medicine.
Secondary outcomes included vitamin D supplement use, vitamin D use in patients with
documented vitamin D deficiency, and calcium supplement use and their documentation
in medical records.

4. Data collection
A retrospective review of the electronic medical records of active patients (at least three
clinic visits in the previous two years) was performed by the practice pharmacists with
guidance and assistance from a researcher (ET). All eligible patients on 31 December
2011 were included in the baseline audit. A standard form was use to collect the
following data: age; sex; date of osteoporosis diagnosis; latest bone mineral density
(BMD) scan date and results; latest vitamin D level date and result; anti-osteoporosis
pharmacotherapy including treatment start dates, whether therapy had been trialled
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previously and reasons for cessation; and potential precautions and contraindications to
any anti-osteoporosis therapy (Table 8.1).

5. Data Analysis
Results of the baseline audit were tabulated and the nature and extent of deviations from
the predefined criteria were summarised.

Table 8.1. Potential precautions and contraindications to anti-osteoporosis therapies25
Medicine

Contraindication/precaution

All anti-osteoporosis drugs

Previous adverse drug reaction (ADR)
Pregnancy or breastfeeding

Bisphosphonates

Oesophageal disorders
Inability to sit upright for at least 30 minutes
Hypocalcaemia
Upper gastrointestinal tract conditions
Renal impairment (CrCl <35 ml/min)
At risk of osteonecrosis
Osteomalacia
Concurrent use of non-steroidal anti-inflammatory drugs (NSAIDs)

Denosumab

Hypocalcaemia
Renal impairment (CrCl <30 ml/min)

Raloxifene

History or risk of venous thromboembolism
Oestrogen-dependent tumour
With or risk of coronary heart disease
Hepatic impairment

Strontium

Renal impairment (CrCl <30 ml/min)
History or risk of venous thromboembolism
Phenylketonuria

Teriparatide

Paget’s disease of bone
Hyperparathyroidism
Urolithiasis
Renal impairment (CrCl <30 ml/min)
Skeletal malignancies
History of skeletal radiation treatment
Unexplained increases in alkaline phosphatase levels

Calcitriol

Hypercalcaemia
Vitamin D toxicity

CrCl = Creatinine clearance
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6. Feedback to the prescribers and making a plan of action
Findings from the baseline audit were presented to the general practice clinic staff, by the
practice pharmacists and a researcher (ET), at a group education session in June 2012.
Strategies to improve osteoporosis management at several levels were implemented in
June and July 2012 as follows:
Group prescriber level
Baseline audit results and general information on evidence-based osteoporosis
management and clinical guidelines24, 26 were provided to GPs during a presentation by
the practice pharmacist.
Individual prescriber level
Individual case-conferences between the pharmacists and GPs were undertaken to discuss
cases where patient management did not adhere to clinical guidelines. Patients with a
documented diagnosis of osteoporosis, and without documented precautions or
contraindications to all anti-osteoporosis medicines available in Australia at the time of
the study who were not prescribed an anti-osteoporosis medicine were targeted. Antiosteoporosis therapies included bisphosphonates (alendronate, risedronate, zoledronic
acid, etidronate), raloxifene, denosumab, strontium, calcitriol and teriparatide. Hormone
replacement therapy (HRT) was excluded as it is not recommended as an antiosteoporosis therapy in the absence of other indications for HRT.25 The practice
pharmacist arranged case-conferences with GPs at mutually convenient times. Multiple
patients were discussed during each conference. Aside from anti-osteoporosis
prescriptions, other issues discussed were BMD test results and/or need for BMD testing,
vitamin D levels and/or need for vitamin D levels, and the use and documentation of
vitamin D and calcium supplementation. Pharmacists also ‘flagged’ the medical records
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of discussed patients by placing a pop-up alert in the electronic medical record that would
act as a reminder when the GP opened the patient’s record to improve the implementation
of recommendations.
Patient level
A letter and information leaflet about vitamin D were mailed to patients with a diagnosis
of osteoporosis. The letter explained the need for patients to inform their doctor of
whether they were taking supplements and the need for that information to be recorded in
their medical notes at their next appointment. Patients unsure of whether they required
supplements were encouraged to speak with their GP.

7. Follow-up
The medical record audit was repeated on 31 December 2012 (12 months after the
baseline audit; 6 months post-intervention) to identify changes in osteoporosis
management in the clinic populations.

8.5.2 Feedback from staff
Feedback from practice staff and pharmacists regarding the practice pharmacist’s role,
including the DUE program, was explored qualitatively to assess stakeholder
acceptability of the service.27

8.5.3 Data Analysis
Analysis was performed using the Statistical Package for Social Sciences (SPSS) for
Windows Version 19.0 (IBM, New York, USA). Chi squared tests were used to compare
proportions in the pre- and post-intervention groups. Student’s t-tests were used to
compare continuous variables. A p-value of <0.05 was considered statistically significant.
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Ethics approval for the study was granted by the Monash University Human Research
Ethics Committee. Being a quality assurance process, informed consent from patients was
not necessary.

8.6 Results
A total of 225 patients had a documented diagnosis of osteoporosis at the baseline audit,
and 240 at the post-intervention audit 12-months later (213 patients were included at both
time points). Demographic and clinical characteristics were similar at the two audit time
points (Table 8.2).
Table 8.2. Characteristics of patients with a diagnosis of osteoporosis
Characteristic

Baseline – Dec 2011
(N=225)
n (%)

Post-intervention – Dec 2012
(N=240)
n (%)

p value

Mean age (SD) in years

74.9 (10.8)

75.1 (10.4)

0.839a

Female

176 (78.2%)

190 (79.2%)

0.842b

Previous BMD test

139 (61.8%)

160 (66.7%)

0.261b

T-score < -2.5c

90/134 (67.2%)

119/155 (76.8%)

0.069b

Previous Vitamin D level

186 (82.7%)

202 (84.2%)

0.695b

Vitamin D <60nmol/L

59/186 (31.7%)

71/202 (34.1%)

0.573b

Does not have documented
precautions/ contraindications to
all anti-osteoporosis medicined

225 (100.0%)

240 (100.0%)

0.694b

SD, standard deviation; BMD, bone mineral density; a. Student’s t-test; b. χ2 test; c. Not all patients had a documented
test result; d. i.e. eligible for at least one anti-osteoporosis medicine

8.6.1 Primary outcome
Based on information documented in the medical records no patient had precautions or
contraindications to all anti-osteoporosis medicines, and therefore all could potentially
have been prescribed one or more of these medicines. The proportion of patients currently
prescribed an anti-osteoporosis medicine increased significantly from baseline to 12
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months (58.7% vs. 70.0%, p=0.002) (see Table 8.3). The most commonly prescribed antiosteoporosis agents at baseline and 12 months were the bisphosphonates (49.8% and
54.2%) (Table 8.4). Previous anti-osteoporosis therapy had been trialled in 63 (28.0%)
patients at baseline. Reasons for cessation included unknown (27, 12.0%), adverse drug
reaction (15, 6.7%), patient refusal (7, 3.1%), stable condition (7, 3.1%), contraindication
(5, 2.2%) and ineffectiveness (2, 0.9%).

Table 8.3. Prescription of anti-osteoporosis medicines and documentation of vitamin D and/or
calcium supplement use
Characteristic

Baseline – Dec 2011
(N=225)
n (%)

Post-intervention – Dec 2012
(N=240)
n (%)

p value

Prescribed anti-osteoporosis
medicine

132/225 (58.7%)

168/240 (70.0%)

0.002

Taking a vitamin D supplement

126/225 (56.0%)

196/240 (81.7%)

<0.001

Documented vitamin D deficiency
and taking a vitamin D supplement

37/59 (62.7%)

62/71 (87.3%)

0.002

Taking a calcium supplement

80/225 (35.6%)

136/240 (56.7%)

<0.001

Table 8.4. Anti-osteoporosis medicines prescribed
Medicine

Baseline – Dec 2011
(N=225)

Post-intervention – Dec 2012
(N=240)

Bisphosphonates

112 (49.8%)

130 (54.2%)

Raloxifene

8 (3.6%)

12 (5.0%)

Denosumab

2 (0.9%)

9 (3.8%)

Strontium

7 (3.1%)

14 (5.8%)

Calcitriol

3 (1.3%)

2 (0.8%)

Teriparatide

0 (0.0%)

1 (0.4%)
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8.6.2 Secondary outcomes
The proportion of patients for whom vitamin D and/or calcium supplement use was
documented increased significantly from baseline to 12 months (63.6% vs. 85.4%,
p=0.002). In particular, documentation of vitamin D supplement use increased from
56.0% to 81.7% (p<0.001) (Table 8.3). This increase remained significant when including
only those patients with vitamin D deficiency (62.7% vs. 87.3%, p=0.002).
Documentation of calcium supplement use also increased significantly (35.6% vs. 56.7%,
p<0.001).
Feedback from practice staff and pharmacists about the PIPS pharmacist’s role, including
the DUE program was positive.27 The DUE program was considered to be useful and to
provide good outcomes for patients. Most practice staff felt that the pharmacist was
skilled in this area and such a service was feasible and acceptable in general practice.

8.7 Discussion
Our study was an innovative quality assurance program that made use of pharmacist
expertise to audit and improve osteoporosis management in two primary care clinics.
Audit criteria were based on national, evidence-based clinical guidelines, and significant
improvements were seen in the prescription of anti-osteoporosis medications and
documentation of the use of vitamin D and calcium supplements. The multifaceted
intervention, involving prescriber education and feedback at both group and individual
levels and communication with patients, was well received by practice staff and led to
improvements in osteoporosis management. These outcomes may translate to
improvements in health outcomes for clinic patients, including fracture prevention and
reduced health service utilisation.24
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Other studies have investigated the effectiveness of interventions to improve treatment of
osteoporosis in primary care. A systematic review and meta-analysis18 found that the
majority of interventions were multifaceted and included patient and physician education
and physician notification about patients’ osteoporosis and fracture risk. The interventions
generally resulted in a significant increase in the initiation of osteoporosis treatment for
high-risk patients.
A systematic review of pharmacist-led interventions to improve osteoporosis
management19 concluded that pharmacists can potentially identify individuals at high-risk
of osteoporosis, and improve rates of BMD testing and use of calcium supplements,
findings which are reflected in our study. However, these studies did not have any effect
on the initiation of anti-osteoporosis medicines whilst ours did. A study using mixed
methods found that community pharmacists and public health authorities believed
pharmacists should play a significant role in osteoporosis and falls prevention; however,
there were barriers to delivering services in community pharmacies.29 Many of these
barriers, including a lack of time and coordination with other health professionals and
geographical separation29 are overcome by co-location of pharmacists in primary
healthcare clinics, which was the setting for our study.
A small before and after study from the United States of America (involving 22 patients)
concluded that a pharmacist-run osteoporosis service in a family medicine clinic could
improve compliance with osteoporosis treatment guidelines.20 The pharmacists in that
study conducted patient consultations and had a broader scope of practice with regards to
initiating and modifying medications and ordering tests than in our study. In our study,
pharmacists interacted with prescribers in an advisory role. Despite these differences,
significant improvements in the prescription and documentation of anti-osteoporosis
medicines and supplements were seen in both studies.
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Practice staff were generally receptive of the pharmacist’s role including the DUE
program.27 Personal case-conferencing with immediate plans to action recommendations
was seen by GPs and pharmacists as effective. Feedback from some GPs revealed that the
patient information mail out caused a degree of confusion, raising concerns in some
patients who were properly managed. We included all patients with osteoporosis in the
mail out who may benefit from vitamin D supplementation, rather than specifically
targeting those who were not prescribed the medication, as we wished to raise awareness
of the importance of adhering to vitamin D supplements and improve documentation of
vitamin D use in medical records. In Australia, vitamin D is not subsidised and is
relatively expensive, so it may be under-used by some patients. Additionally, Vitamin D
does not require a prescription, so its use is sometimes not documented in patients’
medical records. We felt it was important that patients talked to their GPs to ensure
medical records were updated with regards to their Vitamin D intake. Proper recording
would ensure Vitamin D levels were interpreted appropriately. In the future, more
targeted strategies should be implemented.
Our study had some limitations. It was a before and after study, and therefore we cannot
be certain that improvements were the result of the intervention alone, as they may have
been influenced by factors such as potential Hawthorne effect or exposure of prescribers
to other sources of education or information about osteoporosis management.
In addition to the DUE-related interventions, the pharmacists based in the participating
clinics conducted medication reviews for individual patients on referral from GPs and
provided a medicines information service.21 However, these additional interventions were
only provided to a limited number of patients (e.g. only 82 patients received a medication
review from approximately 6000 patients across both clinics), and were not focused on
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osteoporosis; hence are unlikely to have contributed significantly to the large
improvements in osteoporosis management observed in this study.
As we relied on information available in the medical records, there is the potential that
nonprescription medications, such as supplements available over-the-counter, were not
properly documented. Hence the observed increases in supplement documentation may
not reflect increased use by patients. We did not assess adherence to medications in this
study and thus do not know whether patients were taking medications as prescribed.
We only evaluated patients with established osteoporosis and did not explore the use of
preventive or lifestyle measures. The data collectors were the same at baseline and
follow-up, thus limiting variability in data collection; however, they were not blinded and
this may have introduced potential observation bias.
The research team provided guidance and assistance to the practice pharmacists to
facilitate the planning and conduct of the DUE. This was largely due to the pharmacist
only working onsite for eight hours per week and having other roles to fulfil such as
medicine reviews. For the program to be implemented at other practices, pharmacists may
require similar support unless they are experienced with the conduct of such programs
and have the time to plan and implement them.
There has been debate surrounding the use of calcium supplements and increased risk of
adverse cardiovascular events, especially myocardial infarction.30, 31 Hence, increases in
calcium supplementation could pose health risks to some patients. Despite this, it has
been concluded that calcium supplements are beneficial for those who are not getting
enough calcium through their diet. Patients should be individually assessed for risk versus
benefit.32, 33
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8.8 Conclusion
A pharmacist-led DUE program improved prescriber adherence to clinical guidelines for
the management of osteoporosis in general practice clinics, including significant
improvements in the prescribing of anti-osteoporosis medicines and documentation of the
use of vitamin D and calcium supplements. The DUE program was well received by staff.
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Chapter 9. The Pharmacists in Practice Study
(PIPS): Stakeholder feedback and
experiences
9.1 Introduction
The findings presented in Chapters 6 to 8, demonstrate that a practice pharmacist can
improve medication use for general practice patients, by identifying and resolving MRPs,
improving patients’ medication adherence, and improving prescribers’ adherence to
clinical guidelines. According to the survey described in Chapter 7, patients were also
satisfied with consultations with the practice pharmacist.
Having determined the effectiveness of the practice pharmacist role, an exploration of
stakeholders’ experiences with the practice pharmacist was conducted to determine
overall feasibility and acceptability of the role. A qualitative study, using a combination
of research techniques, was undertaken to allow for a deeper and more meaningful
exploration. These methods included semi-structured interviews, focus groups and
narrative reports.
This study aimed to ascertain the views of pharmacists, general practice staff and patients
on their experiences interacting with a practice pharmacist in general practice. The key
objectives of this study were to:
•

Explore stakeholder experiences with the pharmacist services;

•

Identify factors that influenced pharmacist integration;

•

Determine whether practice pharmacist services are feasible within Australian
general practice; and
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•

Apply theoretical frameworks to explain findings.

A manuscript has been published in BMJ Open and is reproduced below.
The supplementary online files referred to in the published manuscript are reproduced in
the appendices. The appendices contain copies of the consent and explanatory statement
forms (Appendix 11), interview and focus group guides (Appendix 12), narrative report
templates (Appendix 13) and theoretical framework (Appendix 14).

9.2 Publication
Tan ECK, Stewart K, Elliott RA, et al. Stakeholder experiences with general practice
pharmacist services: a qualitative study. BMJ Open 2013;3:e003214.
doi:10.1136/bmjopen-2013-003214
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Chapter 10. Summary of findings and
conclusions
10.1 Summary of findings
This thesis has presented findings of a series of studies on the integration of pharmacists
into general practice clinics. The overall aim of this thesis was to explore, develop and
evaluate the clinical role of a practice pharmacist in the Australian primary healthcare
clinic setting.
To address information gaps related to this model of health service delivery, especially
from a local perspective, key objectives were set. The main findings in relation to these
objectives are summarised below.

Systematically review the literature on clinical services provided by
pharmacists co-located within primary care clinics
The systematic review (Chapter 3) affirmed that pharmacists co-located in general
practice clinics can deliver a variety of interventions, with favourable results seen in
certain areas of chronic disease management and quality use of medicines. Positive
effects were more often seen in studies that involved a pharmacist delivering a
multifaceted intervention in conjunction with regular follow-up of patients and verbal
communication with the GP. The meta-analyses found significant reductions in BP,
HbA1C, cholesterol and Framingham risk score after pharmacist intervention. These
results highlight the effectiveness of delivering collaborative, clinical pharmacist services
in general practice clinics.
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Elucidate stakeholder views on the integration of pharmacists into
general practice
Stakeholder interviews, prior to the PIPS, (Chapter 4) found that the current relationship
between GPs and pharmacists was generally positive; but that there were barriers to the
delivery of collaborative services. Co-location of pharmacists in general practice clinics
was discussed, with participants having mixed views. Pharmacists practising in this
setting were deemed to have multiple potential roles, with the possibility for role
expansion in some cases. Pharmacist integration was seen to offer both advantages and
disadvantages at the level of the patient, staff and pharmacist. To ensure successful
integration, various barriers and facilitators need to be considered. The results of the
interviews highlighted the importance of assessing the need for a practice pharmacist and
clearly defining their role within the clinic; good communication with stakeholders to
ensure understanding of the pharmacist’s role; and adequate financial, logistical and
organisational support to ensure viability of services.

Implement and evaluate the impact of a pharmacist providing clinical
services in a general practice clinic (including evaluation of clinical and
humanistic outcomes)
Findings from Chapters 3 and 4 guided the development of the intervention that was
evaluated in the prospective, before-after study outlined in Chapter 5. Overall study
results have been summarised in Chapter 6. The practice pharmacist undertook several
clinical roles including long and short patient consultations, drug information and
education services, and quality improvement activities focusing on medicines use. The
long patient consultations resulted in significant reductions in MRPs and improved
medication adherence, with no effect on general health or health service use (Chapter 7).
Patients were very satisfied with these consultations. The drug use evaluation (DUE)
program improved prescriber adherence to clinical guidelines for osteoporosis, resulting
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in significantly increased prescription and documentation of anti-osteoporosis medicines
and supplements in patients with established osteoporosis (Chapter 8). The DUE
program was well received by staff. The qualitative evaluation of pharmacist services
(Chapter 9) revealed that the practice pharmacists’ role was well accepted by patients,
staff and pharmacists. Participants reported that co-location and the interdisciplinary
environment of general practice enabled better communication and collaboration
compared to traditional pharmacist roles in the community. Strong leadership, shared
goals, a proactive approach by pharmacists and the creation of benefits for patients and
staff were imperative for successful integration. Attitudinal, professional and logistical
barriers were identified but were able to be overcome with careful planning and
communication.
Findings from this study showed that the integration of pharmacists into general practice
clinics was a feasible and acceptable model of healthcare delivery that could improve the
medication outcomes of general practice patients.

10.2 What this Research Adds
10.2.1 Comparisons with the International Literature
The collective findings of this thesis have added to the growing body of evidence
supporting the integration of pharmacists into general practice clinics worldwide. The
systematic review and meta-analyses, which was more focused and up-to-date than
previous reviews,1, 2 confirmed the effectiveness of the practice pharmacist interventions
and potential for this role. The findings of the local stakeholder consultations were
consistent with those in the literature;3, 4 however, additional issues that had not been
previously identified were elicited, such as concerns regarding the potential negative
effects integration may have on community pharmacists and the need for local evidence
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and professional organisations to support this role. The positive effect of practice
pharmacist medication reviews on MRPs, adherence and satisfaction are consistent with
previous studies;5, 6 however, few studies have assessed a multifaceted practice
pharmacist role targeting a diverse range of patients as our study did.5, 7, 8 The PIPS
included both long and short consultations, education services and a substantial quality
improvement component, emphasising the diverse skill set of the pharmacist and their
role in QUM. The qualitative analysis of stakeholder experiences as part of the PIPS
produced findings similar to other studies;4, 9, 10 however, the use of theoretical
frameworks helped explain the findings and strengthen the conclusions made.

10.2.2 Comparisons with the Local Literature
At the time this research was being developed and undertaken, Freeman et al.11
concurrently conducted a similar study exploring a practice pharmacist role in Australia.
However, the studies used different methods, interventions and outcome measures, and
were conducted in different states in Australia. Our study involved an initial systematic
review and meta-analyses12 that helped affirm and guide the development of the
intervention, whilst the study by Freeman et al. did not. Stakeholder consultations from
both studies highlight that Australian stakeholders are generally receptive to practice
pharmacist services.13, 14 Medication reviews, medication information, and education were
viewed as positive roles for practice pharmacists, with prescribing receiving generally
mixed views. Dispensing and diagnosis were perceived as negative roles for a pharmacist
in the general practice setting. Similar barriers and facilitators to integration were
identified in both studies, mainly related to remuneration, logistical and attitudinal
factors.
The roles of the practice pharmacists in both studies had some similarities; however, the
differences highlight the breadth of services that practice pharmacists could offer and how
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the pharmacist services were designed to suit the needs of the individual clinics.15, 16 For
example, whilst the pharmacists in both studies had medication review and medicines
information as prominent roles, other roles differed. The pharmacist in the study by
Freeman et al. was also engaged in student supervision, committee meetings, software
development, disease-focused clinics and medical centre research, whilst the pharmacists
in our study were not. The pharmacists in our study, however, provided both long and
short patient consultations. Additionally, greater time was spent with quality
improvement activities including the implementation of the DUE program and associated
interventions; the pharmacist in the Freeman et al. study committed only 3% of their time
to this type of activity.
Both studies evaluated MRPs as an outcome measure, with similar rates and types of
MRPs identified and recommendations implemented. In addition, Freeman et al.17 mainly
assessed process outcomes, such as the time to complete the HMR process and the
number of HMRs billed to Medicare. In our study, a broader range of humanistic and
clinical outcomes were assessed, such as medication adherence, patient satisfaction,
health service use and appropriateness of prescribing.
The study design used by Freeman et al.11, 17 had some limitations, mainly the
retrospective nature of the investigation, the primary investigator also being the practice
pharmacist (introducing observation bias), and a single pharmacist working in a single
medical centre, which limits generalisability of findings. Several of these limitations
were overcome in our study by using a prospective before-after study design.
Additionally, the study was undertaken in two general practice clinics and involved
practice pharmacists who were independent of the research team.
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Freeman et al. did not evaluate the experiences of consumers, staff or practice
pharmacists with regards to their actual interactions within general practice. As part of the
PIPS, a multimodal qualitative evaluation of stakeholder experiences and feedback was
undertaken, providing important additional information with regards to acceptability of
services, and the barriers and facilitators experienced.18 The qualitative assessment also
highlighted various additional benefits to integration, including the interdisciplinary
nature of the role; the fact that interprofessional communication could occur prior to
consultations thus improving delivery of services; and the way pharmacists benefited
from gaining a more holistic view of the patient and were more integrated into overall
patient management.
Together, these two independently conducted studies complement one another, and help
strengthen and validate the positive findings from each. This further supports the benefits
and feasibility of practice pharmacists in the Australian health system, and will help
inform local policy and debate on this topic.

10.3 Strengths and Limitations
This study developed a new service model based on a systematic review and metaanalyses and stakeholder consultation, followed by evaluation of a variety of roles
undertaken by the practice pharmacist using both qualitative and quantitative techniques.
To our knowledge, this is the first study to use this combination of methods to investigate
the role of the practice pharmacist in Australia.
Although this study overcame some of the limitations of previous research, there were
still limitations. A before-after study design was used, and therefore we cannot be certain
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that improvements were the result of the intervention alone. This design, however,
allowed subjects to serve as their own controls, thus eliminating inter-subject variability
and reducing confounding. Although external validity was enhanced by conducting the
study in more than one site, the small number of clinics and potential selection bias means
that larger multicentre studies are needed for better generalisability. Although this was a
small study, it was sufficiently powered for the primary outcome. Outcome assessment
was not blinded and this may have introduced potential observation and detection bias.
Study constraints, including short duration, limited pharmacist hours and limited funding
and resources, were other challenges. These restrictions meant a more rigorous study
design, such as a cluster-RCT involving multiple sites and a longer follow-up period, was
not feasible. Nevertheless, this study design was suitable for testing the initial feasibility
and acceptability of practice pharmacist integration. Recommendations to overcome these
issues in future research are described below (Section 10.5).

10.4 Recommendations
As can be seen, an ‘optimal’ service model for the practice pharmacist will vary between
different clinics based on the practice and patient needs. The results of this thesis
collectively highlight certain considerations that should be made when implementing
practice pharmacist services in primary care clinics in Australia.
The following general recommendations are made:
•

Strong leadership and commitment, especially from practice managers and
principal or partner GPs, combined with shared goals of providing optimal patient
care, are important for driving the adoption of pharmacist services in general
practice;
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•

The practice pharmacist’s role and scope of practice should be well-defined and
communicated to all staff within the practice and local community pharmacists to
avoid potential perceived boundary encroachment or territorial issues;

•

The practice pharmacist should undertake a variety of roles focusing on quality
use of medicines, including medication review, medicines education/information,
and quality improvement activities such as DUE, as these roles are acceptable and
beneficial to the practices and their clients, and within the pharmacist’s expertise.
Depending on the hours worked at the clinic, this will also ensure the pharmacist
is productively occupied;

•

The practice pharmacist should deliver services in collaboration with the GP and
other staff, and ensure verbal, face-to-face communication (including both formal
and informal conversations) is used wherever possible;

•

Pharmacists should possess attributes including credibility, adaptability and a
proactive approach, to ensure successful integration and adoption of this new role;

•

Pharmacists should endeavour to create benefits for patients and staff, including
improvements in clinical, humanistic and health system outcomes to demonstrate
effectiveness and quality improvement;

•

Logistical issues, especially time and adequate office space, should be considered
and prepared for with careful planning and dialogue;

•

Practice standards, and educational and promotional resources for health
professionals and consumers regarding these services are needed to create
awareness and guidance in adopting new practice pharmacist services;

•

Formal training programs and credentialing for pharmacists wishing to practice in
this area are needed to ensure pharmacists are confident and competent to deliver
services at a suitable standard;
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•

Interprofessional education programs in universities, involving pharmacy and
other healthcare disciplines at the undergraduate level should be implemented, to
foster communication and a culture of teamwork from an early stage; and

•

Appropriate funding for practice pharmacists should be addressed at a health
policy level to ensure viability of this role. Potential funding models could be
based on existing remuneration structures for pharmacists and GPs (e.g. home
medicines reviews [HMR], chronic disease management [CDM] Medicare item
numbers, team care arrangements [TCAs] and practice incentive program [PIP]
payments) or new funding models could be developed (e.g. Medicare provider
numbers for practice pharmacists). Aside from government subsidy, other payers
could be used such as private health insurance, practice salaries, patient copayments or blended payment options).

10.5 Future research directions
Future research should endeavour to do the following:
•

Consult other stakeholders (e.g. consumers, policy makers including government,
funding and professional bodies) regarding pharmacist integration into general
practices to ensure optimal service models are developed and implemented;

•

Explore and trial other roles for pharmacists in the general practice setting (e.g.
disease management clinics, patient education groups, collaborative prescribing
and mentoring of other health professionals and trainees etc.) to determine how
the pharmacist’s time is best spent;

•

Conduct larger-scale, multi-state, multicentre, cluster-randomised controlled trials
evaluating clinical services provided by pharmacists co-located in general practice
clinics to confirm the findings of this study. Cluster randomisation (i.e.
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randomisation at the level of the practice) would avoid potential contamination; a
control group would allow for comparison of the intervention against usual care
and improve the internal validity; multiple sites would improve the external
validity; and longer duration would allow assessment of long-term clinical and
economic outcomes, thus providing evidence for efficacy on a broader range of
harder outcomes; and
•

Assess the cost-effectiveness of practice pharmacist services and develop
appropriate business models to ensure sustainability of this role.

10.6 Conclusions
Australian primary care is undergoing reform, which warrants change in the nature and
delivery of pharmacy services. Once a contentious issue, the integration of pharmacists
into Australian general practice has received growing support from both the medical and
pharmacy professions in recent times.19-21 This thesis has demonstrated that the
integration of pharmacists into Australian general practice is feasible and acceptable to
patients, general practice staff and pharmacists, and is effective in improving QUM in
general practice, thus providing the much-needed preliminary evidence to support the
need for change. These findings will further contribute to the development of the practice
pharmacist role in Australian general practice.
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Four Dimensional Model of Collaboration with study findings (in italics)
Based on: D'Amour D, Goulet L, Labadie J-F, et al. A model and typology of
collaboration between professionals in healthcare organizations. BMC Health Serv Res
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